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Another
student
reports
sex assault

Welcome to

Thefacebook

...__<===--/
Innocent pastime or demon,in disguise?
\\It//

By Greg Hoener
Campus Editor

To facebook, or not to facebook, that is the question.
On Tues, March 1, John Carroll
was added to Thefacebook.com.
Facebook is a university networking tool allowing student users to
communicate.
JCU became a part of Thefacebook due to the work of the
Student Union Senate's Committee on Member Services, led by
freshman chair Greg Lusko.

any member university to leave
each other messages and become
"friends.''
One becomes a "friend" of
another by accepting a request for
friendship. A person is able to not
accept an offer of friendship simply
by clicking the "reject" button on
the screen.
Facebook also offers features
such as leaving messages on the
"wall" o{a student's profile and
"poking" other members, via the
Internet, to get their attention.
Ever since the e-mail was sent

out student's
last names."
M a n y
students, including those
signed on, find
the idea of so
many people
being able to
see your picture, as well as
all the personal
information
you post, to be
unsettling.

to begin it this semester," Lusko
said. "We knew it was a high
priority."
Lusko said that be and other
Senate members had been continuously approached by fellow
students to bring Thefacebook
to campus.
With extensive campaigning
through the all-student e-mails,
JCU was able to get enough
students tQ petition the website,
ensuring Carroll a spot on it.
Now that the University is
a part of Thefacebook, students
can sign on to be members. As
members, they have a profile that
can display anything from their
picture to their screenname, address, favorite books or university
courses.
Facebook is described by
its creators as a "networking"
tool, for it allows members from

website, "'"'""'"n"'
has monopolized conversations
from the cafeteria to the library.
''It's like someone made out
with the hottest girl in high school
at the prom and now everybody is
talking about it," said senior James
Kaemmerer.
It seems that Thefacebook has
created something of a West Side
Story here at JCU.
There are the Jets, who spend
hours perusing the faces and profiles of those who have signed on,
and there are the Sharks, those who
adamantly despise it.
"We hate facebook," said seniors Jack Jamison and Dino DeGirolamo. "It is a glorified dating
service."
International student Aoife McClean disagrees, saying, "I think
it's great way to connect faces to
names. It's also a good way to find

omore Jared
Submit your high school and graduation year
Presti states.
under search and instantly sec pictures and
"Especially
profiles of your former classmates.
since you don't
know who's
You have been oked
checking it."
This kind of poking doesn't hurt, but
It has been
still gets your attention. There's no
called by stureal rhyme or reason to it, just a fun
dents a "stalkextra feature. Try getting in a 'poking
er network,"
"stalker. com,"
war.' It's a great distraction from
and "a stalkclass.
er's paradise."
Thoug·h peoas having a running tally of how
ple seem to be
"friends" you have, also
many
bothered by the fact that anyone cau
check out their profile, the masses has students buzzing.
"I don't know the proper
remain relatively unaffected.
"l admit it's creepy, but it's fun," procedure on rejecting without
freshman Gina Ross said. "I am an hurting someone's feelings,"
junior Jack Costello.
openly admitted stalker."
The idea of being able to accept
and reject potential ''friends," as well
Please see FACE, p.2

By Molly Webster
Assistant Sports Editor

A female John Carroll Univer..ity
student reported lxing sexually as
saultcd to a Restdence Life Staff
person according to Dan Clark.
director of Campus afety Ser·
vices. Th • assault took place early
Saturday morning, Feb. 26.
According to Clark, the student
has not reported the assault to
CSS or the office of the Dean of
Students.
According to C
stattsttcs,
there were two reported sexual assaults in 2002. one reported assault
in 2003. and thrc · r ·ported assaults
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Leave messages in private or on
someone's profile wall for all to see.
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school year 1 extremely unusual.
Whtle he hopes that the number b
due to a higher rate of reporting by
survivors, Clark said that it is impossible to know.
According to the United States
Department of Justice, 86 percent
of all rapes and sexual assaults
committed against college students
were not reported to police from
1995-2000.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, college students
reported 5,661 sex offenses in 2000,
4,125 sex offenses in 2001, and
3,601 offenses in 2002.

Sexual Assault
Statistics for
John Carroll

Parking situation gridlocked
By Megan Mahaffey
The Carroll News
It is a typical Monday around

noon, and John Carroll students pull
into the parking lot wondering how
long it will take to find a space.
Some take a chance by parking in a faculty spot, while others
drive around endlessly, waiting for
someone to leave. Either way, the
situation is not likely to change

To contact the Carroll News:
John Carroll University
20700 Nortll Park Blvd ..
University Heights, OH 44118
Newsroom: 216.397.1711
Advertising: 216.397.4398
Fax: 216.397.1729
e-mail: carrollnews@jcu.edu

anytime soon.
According to Dan Clark, director
of Campus Safety Services, there
are no immediate plans to add more
spots or change the configuration of
the lots.
"I would love to see a lot more
parking on thi campus," Clark
said.
Clark added that while building
a parking garage may happen in the
future, it is not in any immediate

oil
question

plans.
With winter season still in full
effect, students have raised some
concerns about the snow plowing
services here at JCU.
Junior commuter Lauren Petersen questions who snowplows
the parking lot and when.
"At the beginning of this semester I had to help a friend out
on crutches get to and from their
classes," she said.

Are you a member on
Thefacebook?

2001- 2 reports
2002 - 2 reports

"In general crutches are neither
fun· nor easy, but add in a few
inches of snow in the parking lots
and ice on the sidewalks and it it is
definitely more difficult," Petersen
added.
Clark said John Carroll uses
a private contractor that does the
heavy snow removal between the
late night and early morning hours

2003 - 1 report
2004 - 3 reports

Please see PARKING, p.3
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Caffee wins minority scholarship aimed at diversifying higher education

Catholic Studies Lecture Series
Mary Reichardt from the University of St. Thomas
is presenting a lecture titled "Imagining Faith: The
Enduring Vitality of the Catholic Literary Tradition"
at 7:30p.m. in the LSC Conference Room. For more
information, ca1l x4558.

Staff Reporter

'T..,.

Last weekend, the state of Ohio
held its annual Student Achievement in Research and Scholarship,
or STARS, conference at Central
State University in Dayton, Ohio.
John Carroll University was well
represented with 18 students attending and preSI''1ting.
JCU junior Shaniqua Caffee was
awarded the Lloyd 0. Brown scholarship. This is the highest honor
STARS students can receive.
Recipients receive $2,400 stipend for their research and $200 to
visit two graduate schools of their
choice.
Sponsored by the Ohio Board of
Regents, the STARS program is an
undergraduate program designed to
give students of color a glimpse into
the world of graduate chooL
The aim of the program is to
encourage students to become professors in Ohio.
There are 14 colleges and
universities that participate in the
STARS program.
They include the University of
Akron, Bowling Green State University, Capital University, Central
State University, Cleveland State
University, John Carroll University, Kent State University, Miami
University, Ohio University, Ohio
State University, Sinclair Community Colle e, Univer ·ity of Dayton,

the Lake is presenting a lecture titled "Augustine's Critique

Wilbe rfo rce Uni vers ity a nd Wright

of Rome: A Theological Reflection on Violence and NonViolence" at 7:30p.m. in the LSC Conference Room. The
event is also being sponsored by the Institute of Catholic
Studies.

From FACE, p.1
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Rev. Mauricio Gaborit is presenting a lecture titled
"Social Justice in El Salvador: The Legacy of Oscar
Romero" at 7 p.m. in the Donahue Auditorium.

The 2005 Mitsui Distinguished Lecture

Photographer and author Linda Butler is
presenting ''Photos of the Yangtze and Exploration
of Rural China," a slide show lecture tracking the
changes that resulted from the construction of the Three
Gorges Dam in China, in the Donahue Auditorium, Dolan
Science Center at 5 p.m. Sponsored by East Asian Studies,
the Graduate School, and the Environmental Studies
Concentration. For additional information, contact x1685.

WEDNESDAY, March 16
Cultural Awareness Series
Lebanese Folkloric Dancers will be performing at 7 p.m.
in the LSC Jardine Room.

The Augustine Lecture
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Spring 2005 History Film Series
"Enjo" will be shown at 6 p.m. in AD 226. "Ivan the
Terrible (Part 1)'' will be shown at 8 p.m. in AD 226.

THURSDAY, March 10
Catholic Studies Lecture Series
Mary Reichardt, professor of Literature and Catholic Studies at the University of St. Thomas, will pre ent a lecture
titled "Imagining Faith: The Enduring Vitality of the Catholic Literary Tradition" at 7:30 p.m. in the D.J. Lombardo
Student Center Conference Room. For more information,
caJJ x4558.

Want your event in the Campus Calendar?
Send your event information to jcunews@jcu.edu.
Deadline is Sunday night at 6 p.m.
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By Taleiza Calloway

Campus Safety Log

I

of fight that occurred in
the hallway of the 4th
floor at 5:01 a.m. JCU
EMS wa contacted.

February 26, 2005

February 26, 2005
An RA from Murphy

Hall reported some type

A tudent was escorted
out of the ba ketball
game
for
unruly
conduct. UHPD wa
contacted
and
the
ubjects were arrested.

Senior Stephanie Campolo
agrees, citing facebook as a "nationwide popularity contest"
Many point out that they are
bothered by the impersonal nature
of thefacebook.
"You make a friend on facebook,
see them on campus and it's awkward," freshman Maura Comerford
said.
"Whatever happened to personal
contact?" Jamison asked.
The idea of forming friends via
the Internet and without personal
contact is one quickly taking hold
in our society. Sociology professor
Richard Clark points out that online
dating services are a similar way in
which people make personal connections without personal contact
"The Internet allows people to
connect who never would have,"
Clark said. "It's a way of communicating [that] works in a hectic
society,"
Clark admits that when the Inter-

February 26, 2005

State University.
Students and faculty members
from different schools presented on
a variety of different topics. Disciplines ranged from English, math,
music, science, communications,
philosophy, education and more.
According to the Director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs and
STARS Coordinator, Juliana Mosely Anderson, "The STARS program
is important for three reasons. First,
it is important because it provides an
opportunity for students of color to
do academic research, have a menloring relationship and positively
prepare for grad schooL
Secondly, students get to see the
value of research early on which can
set them apart.
Lastly, the state of Ohio realized
that there is a deficit in professors
of color."
This program is meant to counter
that deficiency.
A major part of the program is
the relationship between the student
and their faculty mentor.
Faculty mentors attend the
monthly meetings with the STARS
as well as attend the practice presentations.
This year, mentor Derek Weber
of the biology department actually
drove to the conference to support
his mentee, senior Chineze Enwonwu.
"The conference was well oranized and found the variety
o f di sciplines bo th intriguing and

educational as a faculty member,"
he said.
He added that, "I think it is a
program that people should know
about I personally learned about
different cultures and being a mentor."
When accepted to the program,
students receive-scholarship money
to conduct their research and are
paired with a mentor to aid in their
research and preparation for the
conference pre entation.
At John Carroll, students were
required to attend monthly meeting
with the STARS advisor, go through
practice presentations and meet with
their mentor on a regular basis.
In addition to the research stipend, students can apply for an additional scholarship offered through
the program, the Lloyd 0 . Brown
scholar hip.
.
This year the recipient was JCU
junior Shaniqua Caffee. Caffee is a
Sociology major and presented on
"Student Responses to International
and National Protests."
"Being my first time as a STARS
student, it was scary to speak in
front of people you don't know,"
Caffee said.
She added that, "It was hard
work but it was fun. Getting the
scholarship was humbling."
Surprisingly, Caffee was reluctant to apply for the scholarship;
however she said, "to win it was
worth it. It makes you want to work
harder," she said.

net communication craze first began,
his reaction was that it was bad, for
it was impersonal. While few deny
that facebook is impersonal, many
do see it as a helpful tool.
Daily, students find themselves
reuniting with old high school, even
grade school, friends that have drift-

ed away for whatever reason.
Despite the hubbub that it has
generated, most see facebook as a
passing fad.
As this fad fades out, all facebookers have a universal recommendation-don't poke someone
you're not frjends with.
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CSS reported a student A student reported a
The CSS Crime
deliberately etting an sexual assault at 1:55
Log is now availemergency fire alarm ·p.m.
able online at :
off at 11 :22 p.m. in Campion HalL Maintenance March 3, 2005
www.jcu.edu/
wa contacted.
A student requested
studentVcss/
to speak with CSS
concerning haras ing
February 27, 2005
phone calls at 2:49a.m.
CSS reported vandali m at the lobby of
These incidents are from the files of
Campion Hall at 9:35
Campus Safety Services, located in the
a.m. A criminal mi lower Level of the Lombardo Student
chief report was filed

Center.
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The Carroll News

Spotlight on ...

Students Against Discrimination

Campus Briefs
Gerry Adams to Speak at JCU

Group seeking official
status, change on campus
By Lisa Novatny
The Carroll News
On a mission to address and
educate the John Carroll University student body, Students Against
Discrimination hopes to bring about
a positive change that will put an
end to the sexual assaults, racial
slurs and Jack of integration that
plagues the campus.
The organization formed due to
students' concern over the recent
sexual assault incidents that have
taken place on school grounds.
So far, the group is small, containing around fifteen members.
It is continually growing though,
and it hopes to increase even more
in size once the organization becomes official.
At the present time, the group is
undergoing the three-month process
necessary for any group interested
in becoming an actual campus-acknowledged organization.
Kelly Johnson, the founder of
Students Against Discrimination,
first took interest in the cause
while enrolled in Gloria Vaquera's,
sociology class, "Prejudice and
Discrimination."

Faculty parking
lot hours not
changing
From PARKING, p.1
"It is easier to plow when students are not walking to and from
their classes and cars are not entering and exiting campus," he said.
"During the day the grounds
crew is responsible for plowing the
sidewalks, steps, entrances and the
parking lots," Clark said.
The grounds crew also spread
a special de-icer, though Clark was
uncertain if the contractor did as
well.
Since snow falls in mass
amounts here in Greater Cleveland,
room to stack the snow is needed.
In JCU's parking lots, there are
designated spots, typically on the
ends of rows, for no parking from
6:30 p.m. to 6:30a.m.
"The spots are temporary parking only because at night the plow
trucks need to stack snow here,"
Clark said.
"There is a $20 fine for parking
here after the hours, but this is only
because it prevents the contractors
and grounds crew from working
effectively."
Like many students, junior
Kristen Parker was ticketed last
year around 5 p.m. on a Friday for
parking in a faculty spot.
"There was hardly anyone in
the spots and I thought it was late
enough since all Friday classes are
over by 3 p.m.," Parker said. "I
ended up with a $20 ticket."
Clark said his officers' ticket

Through the cour e, Johnson
became fully aware of the intolerance and injustice issues student
are faced with every day.
The course brought to light issues
such as swastikas being placed on
student's doors and negativity towards same-sex couples.
For Johnson and her fellow classmates, it was time to take action.
It was crucial to address the Jack
of knowledge present and to make
the student body aware of what had
been ignored for so long.
Students Against Di crimination focuses on sexism, racism,
classism, ableism and homophobia,
issues that afflict not only society as
a whole but specifically John Carroll
University.
The goal of the organization is
to bring those concerned or affected
together to fight for a permanent
change in our society.
"We are all facing adverse situations," Johnson said. "Yet, by coming together, it is our hope to provide
a safe place for students to turn to,
one diversely represented that is a
support ive base for everyone."
Once the organization
the "OK" from the Office of Admin-

i trations it plans to schedule several
awareness event on campus.
Po sibilitie for future events
include panel discu sions and open
forums about related issues with
faculty members, guest peakers
and those who have per onally
been affected by prejudice and discrimination.
Other events include peaceful
demonstrations, such as the [nvi ible Knap Sac, an interactive activity meant to focus on how diversity
on campus is often overlooked .
The group also intends to offer
movie nightc; where highly controversial films, such as "American
History X," will be shown, critiqued
and discussed in-depth.
Overall, the plan is to keep the
student body informed and educated
on issues worldwide and campuswide.
In order to end these injustices, it
is critical to take action now.
The next meeting of the Students Against Discrimination will
be this coming Monday, March 14,
at 9 p.m. in the President's Dining
Room.

many students like Parker for parking in a faculty/staff spot and are not
considering changing the rules.
"We looked at how many people
would be served by this change, and
then looked at how the faculty would
be affected," Clark said. "We don't
want student late for cia s, or faculty and staff late, but we won't be
switching the times."
The Bohannon Center has seen
little use since the opening of the
Dolan Science Center, which leaves
many student wondering why it
can't be converted into a parking
garage.
Sophomore commuter Chrystal
Daher questions why JCU officials
would not consider leveling the
building. "There's a definite need
for more spots on campus," said
Daher. "Students have enough on
their plates without having to worry
about where to park."
Clark said John Carroll brought
in a structural engineer who determined the Bohannon Center just
wasn't set up for a parking garage.
"It's structurally impossible to
convert a classroom building into a
parking garage," Clark said.
Clark said he and other University officials are considering other
option for the Bohannon space,
none of which look promising for
adding more parking spaces.

"We might build a Student Center, make a building for the Arts, or
build a bigger Business school in the
upcoming years" Clark aid. "But
more parking spots are not first on
our list."
The Dolan Science Center, which
opened in 2003, came equipped
with an underground parking facility where faculty, staff and senior
commuters can park, Clark said.
Seniors with parking permits
were recently offered the opportunity to park in the garage free of
additional costs.
Junior Ky Nguyen and other
John Carroll students were under
the belief that the spaces were only
for faculty. "The parking manual
doesn't list the garage as a place to
park and there was no student notification sent out about these available
spots" said Nguyen. "I guess that's
why many students assume the spots
are for tenured faculty only."
Clark said he has started to
publicize the underground parking
facility in recent months.
"The response has been very
small this school year, since many
students are unaware it is available
to them" he aid. "If we continue
to see a small response, we may allow junior commuters to park there,
or waive the cost for faculty/staff."
Clark said.

to come.

"We don't want students late for class, or faculty
and staff late, but we won't be switching the
times."
-Dan Clark
Director of Campus Safety Services

Gerry Adams, president of the irish Nationalist Political Party Sinn
Fein. will speak at John Carroll University at noon on Friday, March
18 in the Tony DeCarlo Varsity Center. Adams· lecture is entitled "The
lri:-;h Peace Process - Hope and History -Making Peace in Northern
Ireland." The doors of the DeCarlo Varsity Center will open at 11 a.m.
John Carroll studl~nts will be admitted free of charge.

Remembering Richard Clancey
Former English Professor Rkhard Clancey died March 8, 2004. As
the first anniversary of his death approached, Oc..'Orgc Bilgere offered a
brief tribute to his esteemed colleague and dear friend. "Dick Clancey
wru; one of the most beloved and respected professors ever to have
taught at John Carroll.'' Bilgere said. "When he died last year at 76,
he was still teaching Romantic poetry with the pas ·ion and enthusiru;m
of a young man."

Vivaldi Partners meet with JCU
In November of 2004, as part of John Carroll University's marketing initiative, the President with the recommendation and support
of the original marketing committee appointed a Marketing Steering
Committee.
The committee wru; charged to oversee the process of developing a
comprehensive JCU identity program in order to strategically enhance
the perception of John Carroll University locally and across the nation.
With an eye to increased enrollment, and improved developmeot activities, this on-going, three ph~ process will include new logo treat·
ments, an image syslem, print standards, collateral staodaRJs. electronic
standards and web development standards.
To assist facilitation of the marketing initiative, JCU retained the
services of an international marketing and identity-strategy firm. Vivaldi Partners.

Center for Career Services director
Dumont Owen, executive director of the Ct•nteJ for C r r. er-

(NOCHE). Her final day at John Carroll will be
ay,
With her departure, the center will review and evaluate all aspects
of the center. Sally Wertheim, bearing her new title ol Consultant
for Special Projects, will conduct this review. Once it ha~ been
completed. she will submit her report to the Onice of the Academic
Vice President. During the interim, the staff of the Career Center will
continue to report through Wertheim to Associate Academic Vice
President James Krukqnes.

Student Union Senate
Five new Justices and two returning Justices of the Hearing Board
were sworn in by Vice President of Legislative Affairs Nick Reif, after
a unanimous passage of APT-4-SPOS. Rima As four, Bryn Davies, Mary
Herout, and Rebecca Taft were sworn in for one-year terms, while Michael Charlillo. Megan Handel, and John T. Miller will serve two-year
terms. Herout and Taft have previously served on the board. however
their terms had expired.
In class president reports, senior class president Connor Mullin
announced tickets will be sold for the upcoming bru;ketball game at
the varsity gym concessi'on stand starting March 9, and will be $4 per
student. A $25 package is available, and includes a ticket, hotel room,
and tr'dnsportation for the game, which will be against Albion College
in Michigan.
Senator Dan Lynch commended the facilities and residence life
committees on the success of the PaceHi forum, which was held lac;t
week to discuss the recent thefts and other incidents that have occurred
in the hall.
A freshman class forum will be held March 9 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Jardine Room, and is open to all freshmen who have concerns or comments to give to their cla-;s Senators.
With executive board reports appearing in writing. Advi:or to the
Student Union. Mary Ann Hanicak, concluded the meeting by saying
she was impressed with the work that Advocacy committees were doing, as well as the "positive things" the Exe<.·utive Board and Spring
Concert committee have been accomplishing.

Fall Registration
Due to problems at the plant that prints it, there is a delay in the
delivery of the Schedule of Fall 2005 Cla'ises booklet.
Refer to the schedule currently available on JCU Banner web at
http://application.jcu.edu:8050/banweb/PJCU/clasch?term=2005301 to
begin planning fall classes. The site contains accurate and up-to-theminute coun;e information for the fall 2005 semester.
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Study in Italy at the JOHN FELICE ROME CENTER
• Experience Rome , one
of the most stunningyet livable-capital cities
in Europe.
• Enjoy a residential,
American-style campus
in Rome, Italy.
• Excel in a superior,
comprehensive academic
environment.
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• Make it happen today!
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Independent Film
A deep look into the history and
development of this film genre

a

By Brian Bremer
Staff Reporter

When most college student hear the
phrase "Independent Film," they probably
think of "Napoleon Dynamite."
Some may think of"Pi." Others may have
their own personal favorite that few people
have even heard of.
But what makes an independent film? Is it
the quirkiness? Is it only a low budget? If it
is the budget, when and why does it become
main tream?
Part of the current problem is that this is
the era of the independent film. The major
blockbusters have been more bust than busters. While movies like "Troy" floundered,
films like "Napoleon Dynamite" and "Garden
State" flourished.
Both were considered "indie," yet Napoleon had to get his lama and numchuck skills
for under $400,000 whereas Zach Braff could
spend $2.5 million to his heart's content.
How can movies with budgets separated by

factor of six
even be considered the same?
line between indie and
mainstream has blurred. Indie films,
which used to get limited releases and
be seen by very few people, are now finding
audiences. Here are a couple reasons for this.
The predominate one is the foundation that
independent movies now have to build on.
The first path were blazed by movies
such as "Monty Python and the Holy Grail."
"Holy Grail" was shot for only $250,000 and
has been in a part of the culture ever since. It
was the first movie to show that one did not
need a big budget to make big money and to
have a big impact.
Then , it 1981, Robert Redford s tarte d the
Sundance n titut , which ho an independent film festival every January.
Suddenly, movies that had limited relea ·e
had a stage upon which they could shine and
gain critical acclaim. With this increased
exposure, the movies began to gain national
attention.
Probably the biggest beneficiary of this
new notoriety was Quentin Tarantino, the
mind behind "Pulp Fiction" and "Kill Bill."
In 1992, "Reservoir Dogs" was nominated

for the Grand Jury
Prize at Sundance, which
catapulted it
and its neuroticall) brilliant
director into the
national spotlight.
Tarantino blazed a path
that made quirkiness the new
cool. With his original storytclltng and
dialogue, Tarantino started to ingrain the
mainstream audience with a new appreciation for the off-beat style that nourished in
the independent film world.
Tarantino's influence has led to the emergence of Charlie Kaufman, writer of "Being
John Malkovich," "Adaptation." and "Eternal
Sun hine of the Spotless Mind," as one of the
hottest writers of the day.
Without Tarantino, it is unlikely that
Kaufman's "Matkovich" script would have
been picked up nearly as quickly as it was .
However, the strangeness that movie embodied had slowly become accepted as a viable option at the box office. With its off-beat
style, independent film often takes a formula
that one ees all the time and breathes fresh
life into it.
Tarantino is probably the best example of
this with his movies about the criminal under-

Not really a parody. "Napoleon" embodied
the entire idea of an independent movie. Its
budget was low; its prenllSe was quirky and
new.
Instead of the pretty ugly girl or the sexy
nerd, the main character was that kid in high
school that really just bothered everyone. You
would feel sorry for him if you did not hate
htm so much.
In the early 90's, "Napoleon·· probably
' ould have never been made. or if it was, it
would be released in about 2.0 cities. The idea
would have been too odd for studio executives
to .1gree to distribute it.
However. after seeing ho-.v well audiences
respond to Kaufman's movies, the movte wa:-.
able to secure its distnbutton.
Without the stagnallon of the teen movies.
it probably would not have been as widely
accepted and lo ed.
However, it is still rare for small budget
movies to achieve success comparable to that
of "Napoleon.··
In fact, many movtes that arc nO\\ considered indie have budgets that JUSt completely
dwarf "Napoleon."
"Garden State" ts an example of thts re
cent trend, but there arc many more. Even the
budget of"Rcser oir Dogs" was 1.2 milhon.
In many ways, "indie" films themselves have
become mainstream No longer arc the seen

world . Sutltl •nl y. Ih e c r i min a l ac li v ili ,· -. tak.:
bac"-at to tho
, who

h y n nly llw <l<•vn\<' <1 fn.v

about a range of subjects from what a quarterpounder with chee e is called in Europe to
what "Like a Virgin" is really about.
In the 90's, the movie genre that had grown
stale was the teen movie. Every movie seemed
to have the exact same formula; so much so
that parodies were becoming more common
than the real things.
From this fertile oil, the phenomenon
known a "Napoleon Dynamite" emerged.

films become in reasingly popular and their
budgets increase , the truly independent films,
with budgets less than $100,000 arc finding
it harder to compete at independent film
fe tivals.
Slowly, independent films are beginning to
sink back into the marsh of obscurity, replaced
by these new indie films.
Independent film is dead (for now) Long
live indie films.
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JCU rallies for local artists
something they normally would not
experience."
Staff Reporter
Aside from musical performance ,
senior Mike Minnaugh will direct a
What's on the minds of the artist
live theatrical performance called
and musicians of John Carroll?
"Money," which will star Mike and
In an effort to answer that que tion,
Phil Schneeberger.
students will display their talents and
In addition to the event itself, Open
skills at the "Rally for the Arts" on
Mic Night will directly follow the
Wed. t-1arch 16 at 8:30 p.m. in the
"Rally for the Arts."
Underground.
Caporella . ees the
Those attending
rally as a tructured
the event can expect
Don't hesit~1te. go expenence the best ot
way to di play artistic
to hear live perforJCU arts and entert~1inment .
and musical talent bemances from several
fore it becomes an open
musical group , as
forum, but also feels it is
well as peruse tables
JCU artists and musicians
an event for audiences to
of visual artwork exunwind.
hibits from on-campus
Raii_LJ tor the Arts Festival
"This event is a
artists.
time to relax and enjoy
John Carroll Dimusic," Caporella said.
rector of Choral and
"It will have a laidback
Liturgical Music,
feel in a small, intimate
Cynthia Caporella, is
Sp:).Ce before Open Mic
eager to howcase the
Night takes place."
plethora of art that
Caporella credit·
exist within the JCU
Kocher for his enthusicommunity.
"Thi is an event that will begin to to attend and sees the event as a way asm in planning thi · event. She hopes
make art and music a part of our regu- to learn omething new about various all the hard work will lead to a better
lar campus life," Caporella said. "We members of the John Carroll com- understanding .and appreciation for the
multitude of artistic talent that is preswant to make the arts more assessable munity.
"The 'Rally for the Arts' is an ent on campus.
and on-going at John Carroll."
"Brandon [Kocherl has been putMu ical talents scheduled to appear event to make students aware that art
at the '·Rally for the Arts" include solo and music do happen on our campus," ting this together with a lot of energy,,.
acoustic musicians Torn Haren and Kocher said. "It i a great way for Caporella said. "The 'Rally for the
Haley Marrali, chorus groups The the artists and musicians to gain ex- Arts' is a good chance for people to
Ceilia Singer and Rhapsody Blue, po ure and also for tho e not normally make their presence known m a theatand also FireSide Symphony, a local hip to art and music to experience rical, musical or visual way."
band playing a blend of folk, funk and
jazz music.
Caporella also notes the entire
event will be put on by member of
the John Carroll community, including
students and faculty.
Senior Brandon Kocher, a participant as well as the architect for
the festivities, encourages everyone

Katie Munro

Who :

What:

When: March 16 at 8:)0

Where: The lJnderground

Careers in the paralegal field are growing
faster than average! Get your paralegal

certificate in just one summer.

PARALEGAL INSTITUTE
Our accelerated summer program offers:

only American Bar Association
approved paralegal program in the

• The

Pittsburgh area
• Post-bachelor's degree certificate program
• An outstanding law library
• Affordable tuition and housing
• A placement program that works
• Limited enrollment

Accelerated summer program begins June 6.
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Living in the residence halls is more stressful than one might think.
Learn how to deal with the good, the bad, and everything else.

A day in the life of an RA
By Kristi Hosko
Arts & Life Assistant

Photo by -

Koelle<

Senior Katie Hagerty, Resident Assistant in Hamlin Hall, feels
lucky to have her job and the experiences that have come with it.

There are times when she is
woken up in the middle of the
night to handle a lock-out. Certain
nights she sits duty until 3 a.m.,
documenting a dozen students who
decided to throw a beer-pong party
in
nn. h h
mpl in
ranging from naked people running
through the hall to furniture being
found anywhere from the elevator
to the football field.
And of course, there are times
when she is alerting CSS and housekeeping of vomit and other mysterious substances on the floor.
But Senior Katie Hagerty, resident assistant, wouldn't trade her
job- fm anything in the world .
Hagerty can be found on the
third floor of Hamlin Hall for the
second year in a row. "I love my
job, because it is so rewarding. I am
definitely a people person; helping
and leading others makes me most
happy," Hagerty said.
An RA at John Carroll receives
free room and board, a ten percent
discount at the bookstore and a free
parking pass, which are definite
benefits.
"The real benefit is that I feel
we are well-respected on campus,"

Hagerty said.
"It's an honor to be selected as
an RA. We have higher standards
to fulfill than the average student,"
she said.
A typical weekend encompasses
many experiences. An RA takes his
or her turn sitting duty on Friday and
Saturday nights from 9 p.m. until
a.m; h
r h peak time for
things to go wrong.
They make rounds about every
hour to ensure safety of the students.
On nights when students bring the
party to the dorms, documenting
becomes part of an RA's job.
When a student breaks a rule
and it i observed by the RA, he
or she must write the facts down,
and remain unbiased. This includes
documenting friends at times.
"People hold the misconception
that RAs like documenting, that we
get power out of it, or we are out to
get them," said Hagerty.
But the RAs don't take enjoyment in documenting people; they
must do the accompanying paperwork after the documented student
leaves.
"There's a reason why there are
certain school policies and why we
must document people," Hagerty
said. "We have these rules and regulations, because we are to create an

environment that is comfortable for
people to live in," she said.
An RA's job surpasses calling
housekeeping to fix that leaky sink
or cold shower. Hagerty also helps
residents deal with issues ranging
from break-ups to depression. "Being an RA is all about relationships,"
Hagerty said. "And what is most reward in is when they o both ay. :
when the resident cares about you as
well," she explained.
Hagerty is always happy to be a
resource to any resident, not just the
women from her floor. Having an
easygoing floor with residents who
like to participate in activities makes
her job much more enjoyable.
Hagerty has planned many
events, ranging from a "pot" party,
where residents decorated flower
pots while learning about marijuana
and other drugs to holding a Thanksgiving coloring contest
"It's the little things that arc the
most fun. If I can get my residents
talking to each other and having a
good time, I am happy," she said.
Hagerty has also taken her
residents to see "Phantom of the
Opera" and frequently holds "The
OC" parties in her room. In the future, she plans to take her residents
ice skating and to serve a meal at the
Ronald McDonald House.

Making the most out of your space
Studying in your room can be
efficient a · long as you don't
mind the ri k of interruptions

Just remember: Some day
you'lllook back on your
life in the dorms fondly.

Entertain friends and save
money by hosting a movie
night.

Decorate your room with
pictures of your favorite
people and places.

Sick of the same old scenery? Re-arrange your
furniture.
-

by Natale Meyer

Freshman Theresa Gromeck studies at her desk. Gromeck prefers
studying in her room because she says the library is too quiet.

Arts & Life
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Experiencing the pros and cons of dorm life
By Christina Phyllis
Staff Reporter
The room is 11 by 15 feet wide and about 8 feet high, it
offers a view of a beautiful campus, which provides meals
and has a pool.
Other benefits include having a floor of other students
only a couple feet away, and being within walking distance
of your classes.
This describes the typical life on campu ; it has its ups and
downs but so does living at home.
One third-year resident, Courtney Meyer, share her dorm
experience. "I can come and go as I please, I don't have to
answer to anyone, all of my friends are here and I can see them
whenever I want," she said.
Life on campus does provide a sense of freedom and a
newly found power to make decisions without parents nudg-

in g.
The ability to decide what time to go to bed. what to eat
and when, and where you want to go are perk of staying on
campus. Although campus life promises a stre -free life away
from parents, it can have certain restrictions.
Second-year resident Kirk Albin said, "I don't like the
restrictions of living on campus. Next year I plan on living
off campus." He added, "You don't have as many restrictions
and can choose to live wherever you want."
Dorms can be loud, me sy and are certainly nothing clo c
to how clean mom keeps the house. When a fire alarm i going off at 3 a.m., there i a midterm the next day and mu ic i
blaring loudly, home seems like the be t place to go. Commuter and freshman Tom Dietrich said, "Living off campus
co t less money, and I don't have to eat at
Parkhur t."
He docs, however, think living on
campu has its positive aspects.
"It's close to on-campus resources such as the Gym
and the library.''
Living on campus
brings you
closer to all
of these services, such

a the pool and library which are open for a good majority
of the day.
When three paper. are due and tests arc coming up, saving
time by not drivmg to campus is important.
For those living on campus. about.com has some survival
tips. First of all . remember that roommates aren't going to
put up with dirty habits like mom does. Everyone has different
life tyles, learn to be tolerant.
Secondly, living in a dorm provides a great place to make
clo e friends.Studying, eating. playing, and living together
bring people closer than if they lived st!parately. Thi most
likely is why you hear parent talking about "the good old
days" with friend · from college.
ext, be prepared to meet people that arcn 't the most considerate people in the world . In college, coming acros people
that are JUSt impossible to get along \ ith is JUSt as common
as makmg hcst friends.
One of the most important things is to share. Apparently,
if this wasn't learned in kindergarten th1s nla) he a problem.
Finally, just hav~.: fun. This 1s the first t1m~.: parents won't be
there. and one of the only t1mes there wtll he 20 friends nght
down the hall. Living in a residence hall is a otKC in a life
time e\p<.:rience. Once moving off campus. life will neYcr be
the same.
Just don't forget regardless of li' ing condltmn. the primary
reason for college is to get an cdtu.:at1on

Keepi"g it

Exhibit A:
A clean dorm room is the key to happiness. It eliminates stress when you're
running late and can't seem to find your right shoe. Keeping things neat
around the room also allows for more space in already tiny quarters.

'sand Men's
hairstyling

Exhibit J:
What ct>uld be simpler than having aU your belongings strewn out on the
floor? A messy room is a stressed-out student's heaven, everything is
right in their face, and also rtgllt wherelt\eY left it.

pm
Wednesday: 9:00am ·7:00pm
Thrusday • Friday: 7:30am • 6:00pm
Saturday: 9:00am • 3:00pm
Sunday: Closed

$5 off first haircut
$10 off first color
$10 off first massage
with this advertisement

Open Monday - Saturday
6 :minutes from

I

WeTcomelO fhe oqsis known qs

.~

MILLOR HALL

•!• Millor is a 3 story upperclassmen co-ed residence hall completed in
1981
•:• Each room has dimensions of 12'8" x 14'8" and 8' high
Some Amenities include, but are not limited to:
•!• Air Conditioning
•!• Study lounge on each wing
•:• Clean restroom facilities
•!• One large common area on each floor
•!• Cable & Internet access
•!• Large laundry facility
•!• Vending area in main lobby
•!• Many opportunities for growth & community development
•!• 5 minute walk to any location on campus ©

!Like to
cover
interesting
places?

Sodowe!
IJoin the Carroll
l Nev:'~- today _~~-------'

... qnq qS qlwqys, q Friendly stqff!

Get Fit
ST+

aT~I

Da-N S-PB-CI
O:rBN aT 7:00
Drink Specials &
Giveawa!:JS all da
First 20 People Receive a
Commemorative .E>eanie

Fitness Center available! Exclusively for our residents.

APARTMENTS

1 & 2 bedroom apartment suites available NOW!
From $800/month
Ask about our $pecisls!

2111 Acacia Park Drive at Cedar Road • Lyndhurst
(Off 1-271, just West of the Cedar Road exit)

440.461.8016
www.zehman-wolf.com

• Spacious floor plans
• Large party rooms
• Heat and water included • Heated outdoor pool
• Balcony or patio with
• Located near the new Legacy Village
every unit
shopping center & Beachwood Place
• Walk-in closets

Joi.n
The

Carroll.
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Pell grants affecting students
By Marissa Beechuk
Staff Reporter
Many college and univer ity
students receive financial aid every
year to help with the cost of higher
education. Some of these students
are eligible for and receive what is
called the Pell Grant.
The Federal Pell Grant is not a
loan and does not have to be repaid.
They are usually awarded to only
undergraduate students who have
not yet earned any type of degree.
There are some cases, however, that
a student might receive a Pell Grant
for attending a post-baccalaureate
teacher certificate program.
Pell Grants are usually considered a foundation for financial aid,
to which other federal and nonfederal aid might be added.
A student qualifies for a Pell
Grant through a simple process.
To determine eligibility, the U.S.
Department of Education uses a
formula established by Congress to
evaluate a financial report given by
the student. This report, called the
Student Aid Report (SAR), produces an Expected Family Contribution
(EFC) number, and will determine if
the student is eligible or not.
For the 2004-2005 award year,
the Pell Grants gave a maximum
of $4,050 per student. This amount
and
how much a student receives is
based on not only the EFC but the
cost of attendance.
It also depends on whether the
student is full-time or part-time

U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell, pictured above in 1998, authored legislation creating Pell grants.
and whether he or she attends a full
academic year of school or les . A
student can only receive one Pell
Grant in an award year, and for
only one school at a time.
The

overnme t s tudent aid

webstte, www.stu entaid.elt.g v,
explains that payment of the Pell
Grant may be awarded in a number
of ways. The school may credit the
funds to the student's account, pay

the student directly, or combine
these methods.
The school must pay at lea t
once per term (however the school
year is broken down), and schools

time. The tudents won't receive
as much as if enrolled full time, but
the chool can't refuse an award for
that reason.
Pell Grants help about 5.3 mil-

that don't usc formal and traditional

lion part tinw an<l full time• -..t\1

There is a light change to the
distribution of Pell Grant that was
announced by the U.S. Department
of Education in 2004. There is a
new formula for determining eligibility that will eliminate anywhere
from 80,0<X) to 90,000 low income
families and wtll affect funding
levels for an addttional I million
students.
Along with this, there will be
rules to scale back other forms of
state and federal financial aid. The
Bush admini~tration stands bchmd
this new program and estimates
that the government will save at
least $300 million in the 2005-2006
academic year.
Revisions to the financial aid
formula arc supposed to occur every year, but for the past 14 years
the DOE has been gomg by 1990
figures .
At that time. state and local
taxes were much higher, so now it
makes famihes appear to have mor•
income than they actually do.
This change wtll effect only
a fraction of the 5.3 million 'itu
dents.
''I don't thtnk it means students
won't go to school." satd Terry
Hartle, the senior vtce prestdcnt of
the American Councll on Educatton,
"But they will have to borrow more

nfat

twice per academic year.
If eligible, a student can still
receive a Pell Grant even if he or
she attends school less than half the

awarded to families whose income
is less than $20,000, but families
with incomes up to $45,000 may
be eligible as well.

nt
av ·rage o
graduates with a debt of $17,000.
and for JCU students, that seems
just about right.

MS-13 Gang helping terrorists Around the world in less than 68 hours

An unidentified MS-13 gang member
stands by a fence after police arrested
him during an operation in Honduras.

By Lezlie Waddell
Staff Reporter

Concerns are rising over the possibility
that a gang from Central. America, known as
Mara Salvatrucha, is helping terrorists from
ai-Qaida slip into the United States, reports
CNN.
Last week the deputy Homeland Security,
Secretary James Loy, informed Congres that
recent intelligence pointed towards ai-Qaida
considering the Mexican border as an entry

way to the United States, though there has yet
to be any conclusive evidence. Loy also added
that groups such as Mara Salvatrucha (also
known as MS-13) are part of an "emergence
of other threatening groups and gangs that will
also be destabilizing influences."
The MS-13 gang, which is based in Central
America with over 2,000 members , but also
has active members in the United States, recently carne to national attention after one of
the leaders of the gang was arrested in Texas
on Feb. 10. The man, Franklin Jairo RiveraHernandez, who was going by the name of
Ebner Anibal Rivera-Paz in the U.S., is believed to have ties to a white supremacist gang
known as the Aryan Brotherhood, according
to Yahoo News.
Believed to be one of the leadersofMS-13,
Rivera-Hernandez was wanted by the Honduran government for an attack on a bus Dec. 23
that killed 28 people. With the arrest comes a
meeting oflaw enforcement officials from the
U.S. and Central America in San Salvador to
discuss a plan of action to prevent the MS-13
gang from spreading its influence even farther
across the continents.
This influence is starting to worry officials
in the U.S. with the current rise in MS-13related crimes. As recently as Feb. 22 four
members of the MS-13 gang, Saul Antonio
Mendoza, Pablo Enoc Maraiga-Benitez, Denis
A. Vazquez-Hemandez, and Mario A. Rodriguez, attacked a 14-year-old boy and beat
him with a baseball bat and other assorted
weapons. In Fairfax, Va, MS-13 again made
the news after three gang members attacked
a 16-year-old boy with a machete on May JO,
removing four of his fingers and prompting
emergency surgery to reattach a thumb. The
leader of the gang, Jose Cruz-Melendez, was
sentenced to 12 years in prison.

Despite the loss of 2,600 pounds of fuel, trip is succesful
By Alecia Ott
Assistant Op/Ed Editor

In another record breaking trip, millionaire
and avid adventurer Steve Fosset achieved his
latest goal to be the first to fly around the globe
without stopping, even for fuel. Hailed as "the
last great aviation record," the olo flight came
to an end on last Thursday, March 3.
According to Fo setChallenge.com, his
official website, the flight lasted 67 hours 2
minutes and 38 seconds and landed in Saline,
Kansas amidst the cheers of thousands of supporters and fans.
This particular accomplishment was another in a string of broken records by a man
dedicated to ballooning, boating, and flying.
In 2002, Fosset had already flown nonstop
around the world by himself in a balloon, and
according to USA Today, he has also swum
the English channel. The official website
also reports that Fosset's experimental jet,
the Virgin Atlantic Global flyer, was designed
specifically for this trip, and was constructed
from a functional standpoint. It's cost totaled $1.5 million. Created and built by Burt
Rutan's Scaled Composites, it consisted of
ultra light material, making it able to fly 75%
farther than p;evious range records for other
comparable jets. At takeoff it weighed in at
22,100 pounds, with 18,100 pounds consisting of fuel. It was equipped with room for a
single pilot, with enough room in the cockpit
for Fosset to lie down if needed.
Throughout the roughly four-day flight,
Fosset had to contend with problems such as
fatigue, which he combated with diet chocolate shakes. He had been able to take some
short naps along the trip, but had e sentially
not slept since takeoff. The auto-pilot was

available for when Fosset was feeling drowsy.
But there were unforeseen complications as
well, such as a faulty G.P.S. navigational
aid and the loss of 2,600 pounds of jet fuel.
There was no clear answer as to how the loss
occurred, but Fosset almost had to abandon
his attempt and land the aircraft in Hawaii.
Strong tailwinds over the Pacific Ocean counteracted the problem and the flight continued
on towards Kansas.
Spectators, friends and his wife Peggy
greeted him at landing. Also there was
chairman of Virgin Atlantic and billionaire
Sir Richard Branson, who financed the trip.
After congratulating Fosset, Branson stated
that "We are all delighted that Steve ha successfully achieved what can only be described
a the last great aviation record remaining,"
reports the official website.

"Steve has
successfully
achieved what can
only be described
as the last great
aviation record
remaining. "
Sir Richard Branson
Fosset's trip Financer
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Accusations begin in Jackson trial

El Entertainment Television actor Edward Moss
portrays Jackson during a courtroom re-enactment,
since cameras have been banned from the court.
By Katie Seminara
Staff Reporter

Opening statements and accusations began Feb. 28 as Michael Jackson's court case started, reported The Associated
Press. The prosecution was mming to portray the pop star as
a child molester, while the defense aimed to show him as a
victim of a money hungry swindler.
District Attorney Thomas Sneddon began the case with
his opening statement pertaming to the charges being brought
against Jackson. Sneddon started by stating the accusations of

13, by giving him alcohol and threatening to hold his family
captive. The boy is a cancer patient whom Michael brought
to his Neverland ranch, according to the AP.
According to Jackson's defense attorney, Thomas
Mesereau, Jr, the king of pop was not the only star to be approached by this boy and his family. The boy's mother went
to numerous stars, trying to make a charity case of her sick
son. Among those who were approached were Jay Lcno and
George Lopez, both of whom arc now under gag order, according to the AP.
Mesereau claimed the reason Jackson had built his Neverland ranch was to give kids a childhood, which was something
he never had. According to the AP, Mesereau said that the cry
for help of the boy and his family touched Jackson and "he
took time away from his career to help this family, not knowing that the trap was bemg set. "This trap was the mother's
plan to get sympathy from a celebrity and then gain money
from them. Mesereau said, even though other celebrities were
approached, ''the most vulnerable celebrity became the mark,
Michael Jackson."
The prosecutor argued that Jackson had a different motive
for his actions. According to the AP, prosecutors said Jackson's
motive for taking in the boy was to u e the boy as a career
comeback in his television documentary. People would see the
documentary and see how the pop star helped the boy through
his cancer. Sneddon said Jackson told the young boy exactly
what to say in front of the cameras before the interview with
Marin Bashir, the documentary-maker.
The documentary, "Living With Michael Jackson," aired
in February 2003. Viewers saw Jackson holding hands with
the boy and also heard him say he allows children to sleep in
his bed. When this happened, Sneddon said, "Jackson's world
was rocked," according to the AP. Sneddon also said the molestation began shortly after the documentary was shown.
It was brought to the jury's attention that some of Jackson's
staff members were also involved. According to the AP, an
indictment read by Judge Rodney S. Melville revealed that
five employees of Jackson were involved. It said that employee, Frank Tyson, told the boy 's family that they were in
.
.
.
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alone. This is not the ttme to turn your back on Michael." According to the AP, Tyson also said, "Michael could make the
family disappear," and, "I could have your mother killed."

Jackson case. On a recent show, he told jokes to
"Everybody loves Raymond" star, Brad Garrett, who
repeated them to the audience.

n
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how Jachon \employees threatened the boy 's fanuly, according to the AP. The alleged victim is the l5-year-old boy who
Jackson suppo~edly molested back in 2003 when the boy was

Deciding on war
Staff Reporter

Eleanor Dachtler holds a military style dog tag with an engraved photo of her son,
soldier lance Cpl. Nicholas H. Anderson. He is just one of the 1,506 American
soldiers to die in Iraqi missions.
stJes could range from 48,000 to 200,000. A
leaked report from the United Nation written
before the war detailed that more than 500,000
Iraqi citizens would be affected by the war.
One thousand, five hundred and six United
States soldiers have died, with I, 163 of tho ·e
being in combat, as of March 5. Although thi
number is relatively low, con idering nearly
400,000 American soldiers were killed in action in WWll, and 58,226 in the Vietnam war,
near!) I, 369 have died ince President Bu h
stated that ··combat opemtions were over" on
May I, 2003.
W1th all of the e stati tic . it i unknown
whether the number of killed i hocking,

h

U.S. considers possible death toll before entering
wars; McNamara apologizes for Vietnam mistake

By Andrea Ball
When the United States enters into a war,
the government holds a tremendous amount
of responsibility with regards to the estimation of how many deaths (soldiers. civilians
and opposing forces) wtll possibly occur.
Previous war · have also been decided on the
posstble death toll.
There is a sensitivity that exists when
one discu ses the idea that war inevitably
guarantees the loss of life. This burden can
cause tension within the war planning room.
as policy makers and administrators battle to
determine an acceptable number of how many
will be killed. If this number is less than what
actually occurs, the government faces an incredible amount of backlash and hosltlity from
anti-war activists and regular ctti/ens.
There are many factors that have to be taken into account when estimating a death toll.
Many civilian deaths that occur are the result
of heart attacks. stroke, malnutrition, physical
stress. and hostile vtolence after initial invasions, yet it is hard to dt ·tmglllsh how many
of these were a direct result of the war.
A difficulty exists in estimating how many
will be killed by "friendly fire." and accidental bombings by atrcraft and enemy fire in
residential areas.
The United States military has tated that
· it is impossible to count the number of civilian casualties in the current Iraqi war and
that they keep no such record. However,
independent research groups such a· the IBC
(Iraq Body Count) published a study that
estimate over 10.000 Iraqis have been killed
in the conflict.
Before the war began. publi hed reports estimated the total number of deaths from both

rder d rin

or imply fit into the puzzle created by the
government as to how many deaths should
be expected.
Before the-Gulf War began, General Norman Schwarzkopf, head of operations, projected that at least 50,000 soldiers would be
killed in the six-month campaign. However,
only 467 were killed in action during a quick
100-hour ground war that virtually defeated
Saddan Hussein's forces, yet that number does
not include those who died from complications of the Gulf War lllnes .
In the current Iraq war, the Bu h adrnini tration has refu ed to di close projection
of how many total deaths will occur. This

decision is said to have been made in lieu
of recent admissions from officials involved
in the Vietnam war, who claim they grossly
underestimated the number of deaths that
would occur.
Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense
for Lyndon Johnson, stated in a CNN interview, "we were wrong, terribly wrong" in regards to the decision-making of the Vietnam
war by the government.
Nearly 3.8 million Vietnamese casualties
occurred, and McNamara feels many of these
could have been avoided if there had been
more careful planning and expertise within
the war room. He suggests the United States
would have been better off by leaving Vietnam
in 1963, instead of staying for I 0 more years
and pulling out in 1973.
The harsh nature of war is something that
is understood and realized by all, yet its full
effects can never be measured or determined
until the battles are being fought.
Death and war are synonymous, and a war
will never be fought in which no one has pied.
Although the government may attempt to estimate the number of total deaths expected, it
appears to be more of a political mechanism
than an exact representation of how the war
should unravel.
As seen in the current war, targets are often
missed, the technology and tactics employed
by the opposing forces can be not expected,
and most importantly, the power and will of
the citizens of the country that has been invaded can never be accurately computed.
The operation in Iraq is continuing, and
although there are hardly as many deaths as
previous wars and conflicts, the scars that
re ide in those who are on the battlefield can
never be counted.
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U.S. technology competition

Texas Gov. Rick Perry talks about the
importance of creating an emerging
technology fund as he speaks to
business leaders and legislators on
March 1.
The Associated Press
Leaders of high-tech companies said Tuesday the United States risks losing its competitive edge without significant new inve tment
in education, research and development and
the spread of broadband technology.
"The world is changing a little bit, and
frankly there is a significant amount of concern that if we don't make some adjustments,
follow the right public policies, do some things
that are important, we could find ourselves
very quickly losing the advantage we've had
for so long," Rick White, president and chief
executive of high-tech lobby TechNet, said at
a press conference.
The Palo Alto, Calif., group represents
about 200 high-tech leaders, including Micro-

11 ·

soft, Intel Corp., Ci co Sy terns and Hewlett
Packard. Tech et made its annual lobbying
trip to Capitol Hill on Tuesday to meet with
Cabinet members and congres. ional leaders.
White and other Tech et officials cited
some troubling indications that the Umted
States is falling behind in h1gh-tech development:
Some 7 percent of U.S. households have
broadband access, compared with 30 percent
in Korea, 20 percent in Japan and over 10
percent in France.
U.S. investment in research and development has stayed flat for the Ia t three decades,
while it has grown significantly in competitors
such as Brazil, India, China and Israel.
Student in the United States are behind
their counterparts in other countries in math
and science, and some Asian countries are
graduating five times as many engineers.
The officiaL announced formation of a
CEO Education Task Force to try to come up
with solutions.
They also called on Congress to incrca e
basic research funding and make permanent
a re earch and development tax credit; promote broadband development, in part by
minimizing regulations; enact a U.S.-Central
America-Dominican Republic free trade
agreement; promote cybersecurity initiatives; and continue to take steps to reduce
frivolous lawsuits.
TechNet leaders also pledged to continue
their opposition to a proposed Financial Accounting Standards Board rule that would
require companies to deduct the value of
employee stock options from their profits.
Requiring some big companies to expense
the popular employee incentives could dramatically reduce their profits.
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World Briefs
Bush: Democracy Taking Hold in Mideast
Pre idcnt Bush said Tue day authontnnun rule m the Middle East has begun to ea. e,
und he in ·is ted anew that Sj na must nd it:. ne<~rl) thrce-dccad occupation of Lebanon.
"Today, I have a meo; age for the pcopl of Lebanon: .11 the world h.\ itncssing your great
movenwnt of c:onscient·e," Bush said during,, speech on terrorism ut, 'ational Defen c
'niver·ity. "The American people arc at your side.''

U.S. Expediting Probe of Italian's Death
The U.S. militllfj dccu.kd 1\a;,day to ·onduct an a~:c:clemted inqu1r • to !cam \';hy
Americ:mtroop. opened tin:, k1lling an ltahun intelltgcnt~ agent and woundmg an Ita han
journalist he helped rc. cue from in.,urgents in lr<~q . an nun k that h.l~ trained relation
with a key American ally. The d ci~ton to fnsHm k the invcsti at ion came a:-.th milit. ry
abo opened an inquiry into the shooting death of a But •arian soldier in ' hat upp<'ared
to be another friendly fire incident on the ame day.

Thousands Answer Military Call in Beirut
early 500.000 pro-Syrian protester· wav~:d flags and ch.mt d ,mti- merican slo ans
in a central Beirut square Tue. day, an~wering a natiom ·ide ·all hy th~: militant htite
Mu!Siim Hczbollah group fora d monstration to eountcn e k. olm' . t\e mlli~ demand
ing Syrian force:-. leave Lebanon. Orgamzer:. humkd out Lehane • llng and direct d the
men and women to ·eparat • sc<;til1ns of Riad Solh Square l.oud:<pcnk~rs blared nulitant
~ong urging resistance to foreign interference

Bill Clinton to Have Scar ·Tissue Removed
Six months after undergoing heart bypass :.urgery, former President linton wtll return
to the hospital this week to have a rare buildup of fluid and scar tis uc removed from his
chest. "I feel tine.'' Clinton said Tue ·da) in Washington, adding he plans to play golf 111
Florida a day before the operation.

20660 North Park Blvd.
University Heights,
OH 44118
216-320-9866
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On Saturday, Feb. 26, JCU juniors Brian
Miller and Koli Stefanos celebrated their
21st birthdays with friends. Both spent the
evening at The Pub on Lee Rd. but had
no idea about the other person's birthday
party taking place on the other side of
the bar. Managing Editor Tricia Graham
and Editor-in-chief Beth Stallings logged
the night's events. Beth celebrated with
Koli, while Tricia spent the evening with
Brian.

9:45p.m.:
Over excited, Koli would not stop calling
friends and family from her cell phone while
at the bar. As a prank, while she wasn't looking, a few of her friends hid her phone from her
refusing to give it back until she got the phone
numbers of five guys at the bar. Pictured here,
Koli poses with "Phil," one of the guys she met
that night.

The Pub with a Long Island
Ice Tea. Wanting to enjoy and
remember her birthday, Koli
decided to take it slow. Like
most 21 year old , he could
not wait to buy her first drink.

11:30 p.m.:

10:30 p.m.:
By this point, Koli is two drinks and
three hots deep into her 21 t. Here she
i posing with . enior Nicole Betor, her
sober friend for the night, who made sure she was drinking responsibly.

Linking arms with "Phil," Koli downs her
eighth shot of the night. At this point, her night
is picking up pace. As more and more people
offered to buy her drinks, Koli finds it hard to
refuse the hospitality.

B.R.A.D:
Be Responsible About Drinking
Be Respons1ble bout Drinlcing. 'That ts something everyone must remember when celebrating their 21st birthday.
While no program like tlu has been brought to John Carroll as of yet. students at Michigan State University and
85. other colleges can expct.'l to rece1ve a card from the school about a week before their 21st birthday, reminding
themtobew.
The birthday card <:ontams a small laminated wallet card of facts about alcohol :Poisoning and IS mgoed by John
and Cindy McCue. Theu son-. Bradley an M U student. died in 1998 from alcohol poisoniag while ce.lebtating his
21st birthday. According to wwwbrod2l.org, over 200.000 cards have been distributed antong schools. Ak:Oitol
poisoning can be prevented or detected by conaadenng these s1gns and symptoms taken from www.bradll.org
•

Unconscious or sennCODSC10USileSS.

•

Slow re pll'8tion (breaths) of etgbt or less per minute or lapses between breaths of more than
eJght seconds.

•

Cold, clammy, pale or bluish skin In the vent of alcohol poisoning. these signs and symptoms
wdJ .most lilcely be accompanied by a strong odor of alcohol. While these are obvious signs of
alcohol potSODing. the list IS certainly not all inclusive.
·

21st birthdays only happen
safe.

oruie in a lifetime

They are a ume to have. fun, but also a time to remember to be

12:00 a.m.:
While her birthday is officially over, Koli is still
celebrating with all of her friends. Within an
hour, the night is dying down and Koli is ready
to go horne. By 7:30 the next morning, Koli
wakes up feeling fine, happy that she was careful
and her friends were there to make sure she was
safe.
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Later that night on the other side of the bar...
12:10 a.m.:
After turning 21 at midnight,
Brian Miller arrives at The Pub
after first celebrating at his
house. Brian's roommate Alan
Baldarelli helps him start the
night with a round of beers.

1:00 a.m.:
Brian's friends continue to buy
him shots. Loving the taste of the
ones he has been given, he's past
the point of turning any offers
away.

1:30 a.m.:
Brian takes a break
from drinking hots
and turn back to beer.
He takes a moment to
po e with friend Tticia
Scanlon.

12:45 a.m.:
Not wanting to be too sick
the next day, Brian decides to
ease off the beer and try taking
some shots. This is the first of
many for the night.

2:00a.m.:
Wishing the night would never end, Brian struggles as
his friends try to carry him into his building. Little did
he know, the night was far from over. After he fell asleep
in his bed, his friends kindly draw all over him in black
marker, leaving several surprises for him to wake up to.
Aside from the temporary body art, Brian's birthday was
also a success.

Every p ncounts:
By Dan Inks
The Carroll News

Every Wednesday evening, 40 men assemble together for
a night of bowling, cold beverages, and relaxation. The allmen's league takes advantage of the opportunity for a midweek break from hectic collegiate classes. Eight teams square
off over a twelve-week period and compete for the chance
to make the playoffs and take home the glory of becoming
league champions.
The bowling league has been around since the early 1990's.
It was founded by the Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, which no longer exists on campus. The fraternity dues paid for the first lO
years of play but became obsolete when the fraternity became
disaffiliated from the John Carroll community.
It was up to the former members of the fraternity to carry
out the tradition of league play, so the league was opened up
to other JCU students and the co t of bowling became $11
per member of the team. This play fee grants each member
three games of bowling and shoe rental per night of play in
the league.

john Carroll students 'strike'
up some fun at Cedar Lanes

Friendships between team members and league competitors
have flourished amongst the social atmosphere at Cedar Lanes.
"I would have never met the friends that I have made in this
semester without the opportunity that the bowling league has
proyided for me and my teammates," said A.J McCullough, a
first se{l'lester bowler on Wednesday nights.
Although none of the members consider themselves to be
at the level of a professional bowler, the competitive edge
flourishe within their ability to compete. The players emphasize that their team strategy encourages them to strive towards
excellence.
Kevin Pitorak stresses that his team's philosophy is the
two C's: confidence and concentration. "Each bowler must
approach the lane with a clear mind and determinate focus as
they release the ball in an effort to knock down as many pins
as possible. These are key elements in establishing a consistent
game."
Another strategy used in striving towards excellence in the
league i · a method developed by team captain Chris Shiga of
Shiga's Army. He believes that the fundamental concept of
becoming a better bowler is patience.
"I take a very long time when I shoot." Shiga said. "I focus

on the pin I'm aiming at and take about 20 seconds before I
release and make sure my hand follows through in the direction
of the pin that I am aiming at."
Members of the league agree that the competition of the
games and the close encounters of a win or a loss is the determinate factor of excitement in game play. Despite the occasional frenzied quarrels between opposing players and rivalry
between teams, the members eventually end their differences
with laughter.
All the drama that occurs ends when the shoes are hung up
and is usually forgotten after a few cold beers at various local
watering hole .
Bowling has become a way of life for the members of the
Wednesday night league. The league members would not trade
their midweek break for the world. Next season though, they
will have to find a new home, as Cedar Lanes is being knocked
down as part of the renovation of the entire shopping complex
on the comer of Cedar and Warrensville.
There are no current plans to rebuild the facility. "The
destruction of Cedar Lanes is not something that hould be
taken lightly," said league member Mike Scanlan. "'When it
falls down, a piece of my heart will fall with it..,

..
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Streaks stayin' alive
Carroll slid past Wittenberg in double overtime last Saturday,
plays Albion College tomorrow night in Michigan
By Mike Scanlan
Staff Reporter
Hope was fading for John Carroll Uni ver ity last Saturday, when
Wittenberg stretched its lead to
four with 50 seconds remaining in
regulation .

Sophomore guard Pete Moran
scored e game- ylng ayup
with fi ve seconds left in
regulation against Wittenberg.
He added five points in double
overtime, which propelled the
Blue Streaks over the Tigers.

Fortunately for the Blue Streaks,
they came up big in the last minute
- on more than one occas ion.
Carroll eventually defeated Wittenberg, 75-68 , in double overtime.
It was the seco nd co nsecutive
season the Blue Streaks ousted the
Tigers from the NCAA Divi sion III
Tourna ment in the second round .
With the w in , C a rro ll ad va nces
to the Sweet 16, where they play
Alb10n College (Mich.) tomorrow
night.
Senior Pete Koch was key in
the last minute of regu lation for the
Blue Streaks. Although Koch scored
o nly five points, it was hi s 3-poi nter
that gave Carroll a ray of hope.
Sophomore Pete Moran the n tied
the game w ith 4.6 seconds remaining. dri ving fu ll-court for a lay up to
\end the game into overtime.
Una ble to gain the ad va ntage
during the firs t overtime, John Carroll survived a last-second jumper
by Witte nberg's Ke nny Brady to
move to the second overtime. Senior
Mike Grogan and Moran combined
for 10 points in that second overtime, which gave the Blue Streaks
a seven-point win.

defeating Bethany College (W.Va.)
last Thursday at the DeCarlo Varsity
Cente r. Carroll maintained a 20po int lead thro ughout the second
half and won , 76-48.
It is the second year in a row and
fourth time in program history that
the men's basketball team has made
it to the Swee t I 6.
Mi ke Mo ran lost a main contributor afte r j uni o r Justin Rago r
was sidel ined with a knee injury
against Bethany. It is unli kely that
Ragor wi ll see anymore action during the tournament.
In hi s place, sophomore Joe Kimener has stepped in with hi own
sty le of basketball.
" Ragor's inj ury took away one
of our perimeter scorers," M oran
said . " Kimener was n't just th rown
into the fire, tho ugh. He's seen a lot
of action this season."
Mi ke Moran also stressed that
there is not much left to teach the
tea m, es pecially thi s late in the
season .
" We can only make little adjustme nts and try to familiarize
ourselves with the offenses of the

that before, so we dl(ln 't get overemotional," Moran said. "The k.ids
kept theircompo ·ure and did everything we a ked them to do."
The Blue Streaks were given a
chance at Wittenberg after soundly

John Carroll is now anticipating
Albion, which is led by the strong
inside presence of Brandon Crawford (14.7 ppg, 8.7 rp'g) and Travis
Dupree (13.4 ppg, 9.6 rpg).
Guard Michael Thomas (13 .8

Photo by KeW1 Yanok

Senior Drew Salata attempts a shot against Ohio Northern in the
regular season finale. He is one of three seniors that coach Mike
Moran is looking to to lead the team this weekend.
ppg) shoots 34 percent from the
perimeter and rounds out the threeman attack that combined for 50
percent of the Britons' total offense
this season .
Albion coach Mike Turner has
a
- 8
r r
rd in aim t
3 1 years of coaching, placing him
12th all-time on the active Division
III list. His team has a 25-3 record
this season and is a member of the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
As ociation (MIAA).

Mike Moran is looking to hi s
eniors for continued leadership
this weekend to defeat Albion .
"When we get down to the final minutes, they ' re on the floor,"
Moran said. "Grogan, Salata, Koch
- th 'r our mone uy . They've
led us all season."
Carroll faces Albion at 8 p.m.
Friday in Albion, Mich. The winner plays either Mississippi College
(24-4) or Calvin (24-6), which face
off at 5 p.m. tomorrow.

Rory O'Neil is Carroll's own Rudy Rudiger
By Art Antram
The Carroll News
A c rowd fa vorit e shined for the Blue
Streaks last Thursday in the first round of the
CAA DivisiOn Ill Tournament.
Rory o· eil , considered Carroll's II th
m a n , came off the bench with \e s than
five minute remainin g in the game and
was greeted by a standing ovation from the
DeCarlo Varsity Center crowd . Chants of
"Rory" rang through the gym like no name
ever had before .
0' eil finished that game against Bethany
College with seven points on 3-of-4 shoot-

ing from the field, including a fade-away
3-pointer with a hand in his face.
"I felt like a million buck ," O ' Neil said .
" It was my best night here and I will ne ver
forget it.
"Even Mike Grogan came up to me while I
was coming off the bench and aid it was the
largest ovation he'd ever heard.
"That night, everyone and their brother
wanted to buy me a drink."
After the game, 15 young fan s met O'Neil
and begged for his autograph .
"I have had kids ask me for my autograph
after the game because they know that I am on
the team," O'Neil said . "Thi time they asked
me for my autograph because they knew that I
had played well. It was kind of cool."
Although having kids ask for his autograph
is a thrill ,
eil is more excited about the
prospects of Carroll continuing its ·uccess in
the national tournament. He said this year's
team is as good. if not better, than last year's
team because it ha multiple role players.
"Justin Ragor, Joe Kimener. Chris Day
and Brandon Mime have now stepped up
and become true team players." he aid.
While players like Ragor and Day ee more
playing time, O'Neil is able to gues when
he's about to enter a game. La t Thur day '
game against Bethany wa a clear example
of his trategy.
There is a process to his minute , he aid.
First, the Blue Streak are up by about 20
points with le s than 10 minutes remaining
in the game.
Second, former Blue Streak player and
teammate Matt Moran yells down from the
bleacher behind the bench to his father, the
coach, to put O ' Neil in the game.

o·

Rory O'Neil

Next, the fans chime in with the chants to
put O'Neil into the game. Once he establishes
those criteria, he gives a fake tretch with his
arms before Mike Moran puts him into the
game. This evoke tremendous crowd noise,
which was loudest against Bethany.
"He is our ' Rudy "' said Mike Moran, in
reference to former Notre Dame Football
player Rudy Rudiger.
O'Neil took the "Rudy" compliment to
heart.
"Everyone should have a Rudy on their
team," he said. "I take the Rudy comment as
a compliment because if it meant that I am a
hard worker and a team player, then it suits
me well."
Throughout this eason, O'Neil has been
inspired by two people: former coach John
Stedman, who died of cancer, and his uncle,
Steve Wright , who played basketball at
Boston University in the I 980s but recently
passed away.
O'Neil said he ha trong aspirations
(or coaching basketball in the future. Great

coaches today who were former players but
not tar athletes include Texas Tech coach
Bob Knight and Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski. They made their legacies coaching, not
playing.
As for hi s time here at John Carroll off the
court, O'Neil values it as much as his experie nces on the court.
"I never imagined coming here would have
turned out this way," O'Neil said. "My friends
are great. I can 't imagine it getting any better.
I wouldn't trade it for anything."
Another component to O'Neill 's game that
he would not trade is his mustache. He grew
the mu tache last year during a playoff push.
The team agreed to each do it as part of a joke
for team unity.
During a game against Ohio Northern
Univer ity, Koch was ejected from the game
and decided to shave his mustache.
From then on, O'Neil was forced to keep
his as part of the team's winn ing ways. It
became the Final Four mustache for the Blue
Streak .

" I felt like a million bucks. It was my
best night here and I wi II never forget it.
Even Mike Grogan said it was the largest
ovation he'd ever heard."
-Rory O'Neil
Junior basketball player
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Round of 16 hosted by Albion (Mich.) College

Albion College
Britons (25-3)
Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association

Calvin College
Knights (24-6)
Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association

John Carroll University
Blue Streaks (24-5)
Ohio Athletic
Conference

last games: Defeated Wooster
March 5, 59-58, in tournament play.
Lost to Calvin College, 59-63, in MIAA
tournament finals .

last game: Beat Wheaton (111.), 75-74,
in opening week of tourney with a game
winning basket made by Dan Aultman with
two seconds left in regulation.

Last Games: Carroll beat Wittenberg
(OH), in double overtime last Saturday and
Bethany in the first round last Thursday.

Britons to watch: The Britons have
three players on the All-Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association's
first team: junior forward/center
Brandon Crawford (14.7 ppg, 8.7 rpg),
senior guard Mike Thomas (13.8 ppg),
and senior forward Travis Depree
(13.4 ppg, 9.6 rpg). Depree leads
the team in assists and Crawford is
just two points shy of being secondhighest career-scorer in school
history.
Team stats: Albion has four men on
its roster at 6'7" or above. The team
leads the MIAA in rebounds and
averages 78.9 ppg.

1

1

Knights to watch: The Knights returned
10 letter winners from their 2003-2004
season in which they had a three-game
championship run in the MIAA tourney.
Keep an eye on two time AII-MIAA first
team member senior Dan Aultman (16.1
ppg, 6 rpg). Junior Andy Draayer (12.3
ppg) and Ricky Shilts (85FT%) are also
players to watch.
Team stats: Calvin scores an average of
80.8 ppg. It also leads the MIAA league
in scoring defense, free throw percentage,
and three-point shots.

Mississippi College
Choctaws (24-4)
American Southwest
Conference
last games: Defeated Maryville
(Tenn.), 68-62, in the second round of
tournament play after earning a firstround bye.

Blue Streaks to watch: Sophomores
Choctaws to watch: Freshman
Pete Moran (8.7 ppg, 2.5 rpg, 75FT%)
1 forward Tyler Winford (12.0 ppg, 3.4
and Brandon Mimes (16.8 ppg, 8.3 rpg)
rpg) and junior forward Lonnie Vasquez
were both named to the AII-OAC first team.
(8.2 ppg, 5.3 rpg , 51 .1 FG%). Winford
Mimes is the first sophomore from JCU to
was named to the ASC All-Conference
be on it. Senior Mike Grogan (12.3 ppg,
Team this season.
31.2 FG%) averages a team high 25.2
minutes per game.
Connection with Carroll: The Blue
Team stats: This is the team's fourth time
in the NCAA D-Ill playoffs in the program's I Streaks beat the Choctaws, 78-57, in
history. Last year they came in third
1 the NCAA Division Ill semifinals (03/12/
nationally.
I 99) in Sydney, Va.
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Albion players celebrate their

Pholo oourtesy CaMn.edu

Calvin junior forward Andy

John Carroll sophomore
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Mississippi College
sophomore guard Shedrick

Summers earns All-American status
Hawald ties school record, Ankney wins one at national championships
By Lindsey D'Amico
The Carroll News

Sophomore Ryan Summers was
the lone Blue Streak to advance to
the second day of competition at
the NCAA Divison III Wrestling
Championships hosted by St. Olaf
College in Northfield , Minn . last
weekend.
John Carroll 's three representatives - senior Mark Hawald, junior
Derek Ankney and Summers - all
faced higher-seeded wrestlers in

the quarterfinals of the tournament.
But Summers was the only wrestler to move beyond the quarters.
He eventually reached the national
title match at 184 pounds, which
he lost, 10-7, to Duane Bas tress of
York College.
Carroll accumulated 17 points
over the weekend, which placed
them 18th in the nation. Augsburg
won the national championship,
coring 162 point .
Although Hawald did not advance beyond the quarterfinals, he

tied Joe Schmidt's chool record of
122 win with a 5-4 victory against
Mick Davis of Pacific in the 174pound bracket.
Hawald, who was eeded sixth
in his weight class, faced No. 3 seed
Chris Healy of Wabash in the quarterfinal . He lost, l0-0, which was
Hawald's largest margin of defeat
in two seasons. Still, he fi nished his
career having averaged 30-plus wins
per season.
"This does not tarni sh hi s career," coach Kerry Volkmann said.
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Sophomore Ryan Summers turns the corner Feb. 15 on Baldwin-Wallace's Sterling Sebek. Summers
reached the finals at nationals in the 184-pound bracket and defeated the No. 1 wrestler at 184.

"He started every match and has
always been there for the team.
He has won four consecutive OAC
Championships and has helped us as
a team to get back into those Championshi ps. You can never replace a
guy like Mark, because they only
come around once in a li fe time."
Also victorious in their openinground matches were Summers and
Ankney. Summer , seeded eighth
at 184 po unds, wrestled aga in st
Mike Stubbs of Ithaca and earned
a 8-5 win .
Ankney won , 10-3, in his opening match in the 285-pound weight
class against Keith Bjorhus of the
College of New Jer ey.
Unfortunately for An kney, he
was pinned in 29 seconds in a later
match.
Although all three Blue Streaks
competed aga in t higher seeded
wrestlers, Summers was abl e to
upset a higher seed. Summers defeated the No. 1 seeded wrestler at
184, Augsburg's Brad Tupa. who
defeated him d uri ng the reg ular
season, I I - I.
"I was thinking, 'I hope I don't
get beat up that bad again,"' Summers said.
Not onl y was Summers victorio us over Tupa, he also brought
down the No. 4 seeded wrestler,
Scott Kaufmann of Wartburg.
That win led him to the national
champio nship match, whe re he
would fall just a few points shy of
the title in overtime.
"[The match was] a little too
close for me," Summer aid. " I

PlwJio c:oonesy o1 OAC.otg

Senior Mark Hawald took home
the John Summa Award after
winning his fourth Ohio Athletic
Conference championship last
month. last weekend, he tied
Joe Schmidt's school record
of 122 wins at the national
championships at St. Olaf
College (Minn.).
don't like those overtime matches.
I wish we had done a little better but
the draws were tough. It was a crazy

experience."
Not since I 999 has a John Carroll wrestler won a national championship.
While Summers' b1d came up
ju t short. he was the fir t wrestler
to even come close to ending that
streak
"Ryan had a great weekend, one
of the best in a long time.'' Volkmann said. "Bot h matc hes were
unbe lievable.
'' Ryan came to me and said ,
'Coach, I can 't believe I'm in the
fi nal , ' and I told him he absolutely
deserved it. "'
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tie the game in regul ati on
with five seconds left.
Mike Grogan- Scored
five points in the double
overtime period again t Wittenberg last Saturday.
Rory 0 'NeilScored career-high se ven
points against Bethany.
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Nick Nardini, Tim Fox, coach Ron Dolciato and Dan Inks at the 2005 State Handball Championships.
Nardini won a championship in the novice division, as Fox and Inks lost first-round battles.

Nardini wins handball title
Students learning game of the past in Dolciato's classroom
By Brooke McCann
Staff Reporter
The 2005 Ohio Handball
Championships, held February 1820 at Severencc Athletic Club in
Cleveland Heights, included more
than 100 athletes from Ohio.
Among those participanb were
three of John Carroll's very own :
ic k Nardini, Tim fox and Dan
Inks.
All three students competed in
i i

the c hampion ship. Fox and Inks
both had close first-round losses.
Nardini , a senior math major,
just learned how to play handball
five weeks prior to the tournament.
Nardini and his teammates are part
of a handball class here at Carroll.
ardini won his first match at
the tournament against Clevelander
Josh Gundelach. He then advanced
to the semifinals after winning,
21 -8, 21 -6, to Robert Milan of
Youngstown, a two-year player.
Nardini's next match was for the
title It was against club owner Billy
Hawkins, who he defeated, 21-LO,
21 - 11 , for the championship.
"I was pretty surprised that I
won,
ardini said. "It was a lot
of fun and a lot harder than what
I expected."

After only five weeks of playing
handball, one might think Nardini is
just a natural. But he doesn't believe
that to be true.
Nardini said he took the class
because he thou ght handball would
be fun and interesting . He never
thought that he would succeed so
quickly.
Ron Dolciato, the class instructor, is a veteran of the sport and
wanted to give Carroll students a
chance to explore and learn one of
I .
in
" It 's a dying game, " Dolciato
said. "Most people are playing
racquetball. My goal was to have a
class that the students can enjoy and
bring back the game of handball."
Handball is a competitive game
using either your hand or fist to
serve and return the ball. It rules
are similar to racquetball, except
you use your hand rather than a
racquet.
A point is scored only by the
serving team off a serve, or by winning a rally, and two matches to 21
point determines the winner.
"We have 12 students in the class,
and when I first saw Nick I wouldn't
say that he stood out," Dolciato said.
"Dan Inks is who I saw had natural
talent. Nick progressed throughout
the course, though."

Dolciato, who is also offensive
coordinator of the football team,
helped Nardini, Fox, Inks and
the other students learn the game
and skills needed to compete. He
brought in some experienced handball players to help teach the game
to the class.
"Coach Dolciato definitely
helped out, and it wasn't anything
natural ," Nardini said.
Nardini's biggest struggle was
learning how to hit the ball with his
n .
an
a
to learn to use his left hand when
the ball came at him in that direction. But Nardini showed up to the
tournament and succeeded against
great competition.
"I think he definitely played
harder at the tournament than he
does in class," Dolciato said. "After
watching Nick's .fir t-round game,
it really opened my eyes about how
well he could play. He got to a lot of
balls and was in great shape."
Nardini plans to continue playing handball and competing in more
competitions in the future. He will
continue his education at John
Carroll after graduation, when he
will enter the graduate program
for a Ma ter's in math with a goal
of working for the government in
the future.

Moran-

Women's Track
Shannon McConville- Won all four of her
events at OAC Indoor Track
& Field Champion hips.
·'-··~,~;C''Ill
E 11 i e
Fernandez - Finished second
behind McConville in both
thel500-meter run and 5000meter run.
Katie Winings- Placed
second in the triple jump and
third at 55-meter hurdles.

**
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Men's Track

***
'**
*

Cyril PinchakClaimed third in the 1500meter run with a time of 4:03
at the

A

hampionships

hosted by Marietta.
Chris Hoban Finished third in the 500-meter run.
Josh ZamiskaFinished fifth in the long jump
with a jump of21-plus feet.

Wrestling

***

Ryan SummersNamed All-American after
having reached the title match
in the 184 weight class.

**
*

Mark HawaldTied Carroll school record
with 122 wins at national
champion hips.
Derek Ankney- Crushed
Keith Bjorhus, 10-3, in the
opening round of nationals.

Track finishes indoor season
By Martha Lashomb
The Carroll News
The John Carroll women's mdoor trac k a nd field team d1d all
they hoped to do in the Oh10 Athletic
Conference Indoor Track and Field
Champion~hip~ . held March 4 5 at
Marietta College.
1 he women ·s team placed
fourth of 10 teams competing in
the tournament, whereas the men's
team fimshed shy of their eventh
place goal. They fin1shed eighth of
10 teams.
"It's been a long winter," coach
Mark McClure said. "Our ~quad . do
not have an indoor facility to practice in, so we did the best we could
under tho e conditions."
The women's team was highlighted by four first-place finishes
in four events by All -Amencan
senior Shannon McConville , who

won the I ,000-meter run, the I ,500meter run and the 5,000-meter run.
McConville was awarded the 2005
Julie Zaja OAC Most Outstanding
Track Athlete at the championship
for her perfo1mance.
Fellow 11-American senior Ellie
Fenumdez was right behind McComille in the 1.500- and 5.000-meter races. The combination of Gen
Kahn. Connie Balzano. Fernandez
and McConville brought first place
in the distance medley relay.
Freshman Katie Winings helped
her team to fourth place by fini hing
as the runner-up in the triple jump
and third in the 55-meter hurdles.
"Our team did an incredible job
for what was going on when we
went into the championship,'' McConville said. "Thi · i. one of the
most talented groups I've seen, and
if we continue to work together we
may surprise ourselve with what

we accomplish."
Baldwin- Wallace scored 125
points and nagged its 19th women's OAC crown and 16th in the
Ia t 18 years. John Carroll tallied
86 points, just six points short of
third place.
"The women didn't have large
numbers but competed hard and
did as well a they hoped to do."
McClure said. While Mount Union
breezed to its 28th men's title with a
tally of 149 points, the Blue Streak ·
fini bed with 44 point for eighth.
Two out tanding performer
were junior Chri Hoban. who
finished third in the 500-meter run,
and junior Cyril Pinchak who also
landed third in the 1,500-meter
run.
"l think that as a team we had
a lot of solid performances at the
indoor conference meet.'' Pinchak
said.

New Ohio Dominican University
Semester in Rome - Fall 2005
- Three day weekends explore Europe
- Enjoy authentic Italian cuisine
- Classes include city site visits
- Gain new cultural perspectives
Students must be in good
academic standing, with
a minimum GPA of 3.0.
Space is limited, so apply
today.
Application deadline is
March 1, 2005
For more information please visit
www.oh iodominican. edu/studyabroad/rome
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Editorial

Go on, celebrate
just don It forget to be responsible
In pired by the Features section and their chronicling of two
nights in the live of JCU tudents celebrating their 21st birthdays,
we would like to take thi opportunity to remind all student to be
respon ible when it comes to celebrating and alcohol.
First thing to remember, con uming 21 hots in one night i never
a good idea. Plain and imple, the human body is not designed to
handle that much alcohol in the ystem at once. Along with turning
21 comes the idea that you are old enough to be re ponsible, and
drinking until you black out and vomit (or po sibly need medical
assistance) does not show your maturity.
As college students we ' re all about having fun and going out
and having a great time and if you must drink on your 21st, we
recommend having a ober buddy who can serve a a chaperone
for the evening. This way, you have someone to count your drink ,
help you if you're not feeling well and remind you to slow down
and take it easy.
On this note, start early and space out each shot you take. It
can take up to 30 minutes to feel the effects of alcohol, so give
yourself a little time inbetween, so you know when you have hit
your limit. This will keep you safe and in control of yourself and
your own actions.
No one likes waking up the next morning and having to ask other
people to explain what happened because the night before you can't
remember. Hangovers are never fun and are an unnecssary addition
to a night of drinking.
Just stay responsible, drink lots of water when the night is over
and don't forget a little Advil before heading to bed. Remember,
you want to live to see your 22nd.

Editorial

Fine set for

NOTABLE QUOTABLE
ell you now that I feel very fortunate to have
h d a amity that nurtured me, the advantage Qf an
exce ent education and the opportunity to pur e
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American

dream~
.........._ _...,_....,.............__ _ _ _ _~~--

Homemaker Martha Stewart, commenting on her life aft
release from Anderson Federal Women's prison, Friday morning

Virginians who wear their pants so low their underwear shows
may want to think about investing in a stronger belt.
Recently, Virginia's House of Delegates passed a bill authorizing
a $50 fine for anyone who shows his or her underpants in a "lewd
or indecent manner."
This most recent bill comes after a list of many bills and laws
which have been passed by both federal and state governments
that overstep the boundaries of governments. It is understandable
to make laws to keep peace and keep the streets safe, but what is
giving young people a fine for their pants being too low going to
do about keeping the streets safe?
Low-riding pants on both boys and girls is simply a fad, just
as the poodle skirts in the 50s, tie-dye in the 70s and leg warmers
and mullets in the 80s. These fads didn't warrant a law and neither
does this one.
This bill will now go to the Virginia State Senate and could be
passed into law. This is absurd and ridiculous. The government
controls everything in our lives as it is, now they are stipulating
what can be worn and what can't be. At least the people who wear
the low-riders aren't naked; it could be a lot worse.
This is unconstitutional, and it is stepping over the boundary of
our freedom of speech in the Bill of Rights. The clothes Americans
wear express themselves. This is a freedom American citizens have
that many other countries do not.
It is time for the government to stay away from deciding what
clothes are worn by Americans. Worry about the real problems
in America like drugs, guns and sexual predators. Punish the real
criminal and let the fads go. Eventually this fad will fizzle out
without the government's intervention.

HIT & miss
Hit: Double overtime men's basketball victory miss: Justin
Ragor's injury miss: Attempted abductions Hit: Warm weather
at beginning of the week miss: Snow and cold by the end of the
week miss: Tons of school work miss: Rain miss: Two more
weeks until spring break, it can't come soon enough Hit: JCU
has "TheFaceBook" miss: Easier to be a stalker with "TheFaceBook" Hit: Martha Stewart released from jail miss: Her face on
every news channel Hit: Steve Fosset's successful trip around
the world Hit: Students Against Discrimination group Hit: Celebrating 21st birthdays Hit: Men's basketball plays this weekend
miss: Cleveland Cavaliers lose six games in a row Hit: They beat
Orlando Tuesday night Hit: One week until St. Patrick's Day Hit:
March is women's history month miss: Projects before break
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Thank you ... from the heart
Staff Commentary

Jennifer Tolhurst
Copy Editor
Like most people, I try to avoid
hospitals at all costs.
Maybe it's the weird smell of
stale air and disinfectant, or the fact
that I never paid much attention in
biology, but the whole practice of
medicine is totally mysterious to
me.
I had never really spent any time
in a hospital, but three weeks ago,
my grandpa got sick. Now, my 86year-old grandpa is the epitome of
good health - he's probably in better shape than I am. He still plays
18 holes of golf (without a cart and
carrying his own clubs) and rarely
has to go to the doctor for anything.
But three weeks ago they found out
he had obstructions in four of his
coronary arteries . And when he
started having chest pains one night,

the quadruple bypass surgery, which
had been scheduled for the next day,
had to be done immediately.
Medical terms scare me normally, but when they were used to
refer to my previously invincible
grandpa, they terrified me. I didn't
even know what one bypass meant,
much less four.
Being in the waiting room while
he was in surgery for five hours was
probably the scariest thing I've
ever had to sit through. The second
scariest thing was the two weeks he
stayed in the hospital afterwards.
But what made that time in
the hospital bearable were the
people who worked there. They
truly cared about my family, and
they did everything they could to
make the experience less painful. I
realized how important doctors and
nurses are, not just for the tasks they
perform, but for the assurance they
give to families. And I'd like to take
this opportunity to thank the staff
at Hillcrest Hospital for everything
they did for mine.
To Dr. Donna Waite, the cardiathoracic surgeon who had to face a
group of tense women bombarding
her with questions the morning of
the urgery. She managed to keep
us all calm and explain what was

going to happen. ''I'm in your hands
now," said my grandpa as he was
wheeled off to surgery, and capable
hands they were, too.
To Harvey, the surgical nurse
who called us in the waiting room
every two hours during surgery. The
sound of that phone and the good
news that followed every time
meant we could relax just a little.
To Howard, the hospital volunteer who we later found out knew
my grandpa from the golfing range.
He'd had heart surgery before and
assured us that Grandpa would be
back on the golf course soon.
To Maria, the nurse in the
cardiac intensive care unit who
lifted Grandpa's spirits with some
harmless flirting and referred to
my grandma and the rest of us as
her "competition." We always felt
better leaving him with you.
These are only a few of the
people I will always remember for
the little things they did which made
a big difference to my family.
I still don't like hospitals, and I
probably never will.
But now I have more appreciation for the people who work in
them- not just for their knowledge
and skill, but most of all for their
heart.

Camiola chirps
Is turning 21 the
top of the line or
is there more?
Nikki Camiola
Editorial/Op-Ed Editor
When reflecting on the past three years of college many things come
to mind: moving away from home, making new friends but most of all
experiencing my 21st birthday. My birthday is Sunday and it seems that
everyone is more excited for it then I am. This may sound strange, but it
is the truth.
For the last five years there have been many events that I have looked
forward to earning my driver's license, turning 18, graduating from high
school, moving away to college, and the last big birthday to look forward
to the big 2-1.
But. why do we look for it? It is the Ia t event in any of our lives before
we graduate college and go into the real world. I am not sure about the
rest of my peers, but I am definitely not looking forward to graduation and
having to pay my own bills and work every day 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
What is there to look forward to after turning 21?
Well there is turning 30, then 40, or even better the big 5-0. I wish I
could tum 21 and then freeze time from there on out. Think about it. It
would be absolutely wonderful, everyone would be young and vibrant, no
one would age and we would be in college for the rest of our lives.
This may sound strange, but sit back and think about it. It has to be a
really nice thought for many people. I don't know of anyone who looks
---forward to turning 30.
My sister will be 30 next year and trust me she is trying to hang onto
her roaring 20s and never wants to let them go. She is getting married in
m r nd it i really e citing, but what is there to look forward after
that? Kids, in-laws and split holidays; none of the above sound that great
to me.
Call me crazy but I think college is the best time of a person's Jife-and
why would anyone want to give it up for the real world, marriage and
kids?
There is no way to freeze time. I know that, we all know that. But 1
hope I can be as lucky as my 84-year-old aunt who still works every day
and gets around like she is still in her 50 's. It amazes me. I hope that I am
still able to do what I want to when I am 84. When you are around her she
is it hardly seems like she's in her 80's.
I guess I am lucky. I have good genes and if I am half as active when I
am her age, I will be thankful.
We all age, and we can't stay 21 forever, but we can treat our lives like
we are still 12-years-old outside playing with our friends on those endless
summer days.
There are so many things to do during life, and aging isn't one that I
choose to do. But considering the alternative, aging sounds pretty good.
Contact Nikki Camiola at: ncarniola06@jcu.edu

Hoening In: Take a proactive stance

Gteg Hoener
Campus Editor
I opened my e-mail account last
Friday morning and saw the usual
- spam, the Daily Student News,
and a campus assault notification. I
don't know about you , but I would
give anything not to ever have to see
one of these e-mails again.
The Carroll News, my fellow
campus editor Lisa Schwan and I are

literally sick of writing the e stories
and putting them on our front page.
We are sick of scaring away future
students because a few scumbags
decided to comm1t heinous crimes
on our campus.
Our hearts go out to the survivors
of these assaults.
We have no choice but to report
these stories. It 1s not out of some
perverse desire to get people to
read the paper but an issue of campus safety. If we knew about an
incident and did not report it, we
would be negligent in our duty as
student joumalists.
My only hope i that sexual
assault is not happening more, but
that it is getting talked about more.
Experts only hazard guesses at the
amount of exual as ault that go
unreported in our college , country
and the world.

Sexual assault is about power.
Rapists try to rob people of power It
is time for all of us to stop this from
happening. Rapi ts are cowards and
must be treated as such.
Women should not be scared at
a party or coming back from the
library at midnight. Women should
not be scared at JCU. lt is time for
rapists to be scared at JCU. Here
are orne possible ways we can
do this.
ot to advocate violence, but if
omeone I knew was sexually assaulted and l knew who did it, they
would have a fight waiting for them.
Rapists de erve to feel pain.
Since women u ed to be shamed
with a scarlet letter, why not shame
rapi t the same way? They should
be made to walk. around campus
with a giant red "R" on them.
Unlike popped-collars, this i a

Write a Letter to the Editorl
Contact: jcunews@?jcu.edu
.
fashion statement that would never
be in style.
Rapists deserve to be treated no
better than animals, so why don't
we control them the same way we
control our pets? Lawmakers in
Minne ota are proposing a mea ure
that would punish child molesters
through chemical castration. Why
not extend this to rapists? If you
can't use it right, you shouldn't be
allowed to use it at all.
While my ideas are quite over
the top, the point remains- we must
take a proactive, and not a reactive,
stance against sexual assault.
Thankfully; a dialogue has
started on campus.
In the campus section this week,
we are spotlighting Students Against
Di crimination. Read the article and
join the group if you feel so inspired.
Even if you don't, let it be known

where you stand. Tell your girl
friends that you'll be there to help
whenever they need it. Tell your guy
friends you will not hesitate to kick
them where the sun don't shine if
they mistreat women. Refrain from
making the ubiquitous "my final
exam raped me" joke.
I end the column with a story.
My friends at a different school aid
a girl came up to them and seemed
very worried that a guy was going to
try to do something that she did not
want him to do. TI1ey busted in to his
room and politely informed him to
let the girl leave and never talk to her
again. The next day, they put up· a
sign outside his room, reading, "We
do not allow rapists at our school."
I think he got the idea.
Contact Greg Hoener at:
ghoener06@jcu.edu
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PRO-FACEBOOK-Let me just say ... I. Am.
Obsessed.
Late Tuesday night, after leaving the newsroom around 12:30 a.m., I decided I'd check
out all this TheFaceBook.com nonsense.
And that's when it happened-! fell in love.
The pictures, the
groups, the profiles,
the constant flow
of e-mails alerting
you to new friends,
and of cour e, the
poking.
People whose
names I don 't know
Katie Mahoney
but see me at my
Nation Editor
worst in the mornings in the bathroom now have "befriended"
me and smile at me when I'm half a wake
at 8 a.m.
Simply, face book is just a fun way for people to get to know each other and have some
fun in the JCU community. You meet people
with similar interests and find yourself being
a lot friendlier to those you recognize from
your friends list, or those who have joined
you in groups involving sports, music, movies, fashion, JCU life and almost any other
topic out there.
It isn't always easy to make conversation
with people you first meet, and sometimes
it's hard to make friends at all. Everyone
has experienced that, especially as a freshman. FaceBook.com is trying to cut us all a
break.
You are connected to all facebook member in your classe , which maki
people you normally couldn't talk to a little
easier.
And no one can deny that seeing groups
like "Boy Meets World still rocks my socks"
makes you shriek with enjoyment. OK, so

YOURV~IE~W_ _

Letters to the ·Editor
WJCU unsupportive of
students
Colin G. Meeker
Class of 2006
I am writing this letter to express my opinion of 88.7 WJCU, John Carroll University's
radio station. I believe that of all the college
radio stations I have heard of, ours ranks at
the bottom of the barrel.
Instead of letting more students have time
slots on the air, we invite people who have
no affiliation with the school to have a show.
Most college radio stations only play one type
of music.
WJCU has such a random assortment of
shows, that if a person wants to be a full time
listener to the radio station, he or she can't,
because of the many erratic shows. This needs
to be changed, and only one type of music
should be played. The Folk-Meek House of
Hair knew this, and the radio station managers could not accept this. We had a time slot
on Thesdays, from 9:30a.m. to noon. and our
show was by far the most popular show that
the station has had in a long time. A countless
number of Clevelanders listened to our show
during their work day and ab olutely loved it.
They were even ready to donate a lot of money
to the station during the radio-thon.
Sadly, our show was cancelled on March
3, 2005 for the simple reason that we were
sticking up for ourselves in defense of our
beliefs and standards. We made remarks on the
air which were true about the station, but that
no one liked to hear. Thus we were terminated
from WJCU.

The issue: Can it be considered stalker.com
or networking at its finest, TheFaceBook.com

maybe that was ju t me.
TheFaceBoo~ .co m i a great place for
some entertainment away from the normal
dorm activites, like television and AIM. It
is a new twist on the old and boring ways of
communication. There are so many different
possible groups and ways for me to meet new
people and others to meet me.
The JCU community ha been waiting
for TheFaceBook.com for a long time now.
Instead of having to ign on with friend from
other schools' passwords, I have my own. It
is a great use of technology.
For anyone who hasn't tried FaceBook
yet, give it a shot. You might ju t meet some
new friends, or finally talk to those you see
every day but didn't think you had anything
in common with. For all of tho e who are on
FaceBook, thanks for dragging yourself away
from the computer to read the paper. I know,
it's hard.

-

one day, you find yourself alone in your room
staring at your computer screen, just waiting
to be poked. You have deteriorated into a ad,
sad existence. While this may seem extreme.
hey, it could happen.
Finally, TheFaceBook has the ability to
take over your life. Otherwise sane people
can uccumb to the wonders of thi · trend,
and it can happen faster than you think. If
you find yourself skipping class to re-examine
......,......,...........
·
u r file then 'rha s ou hav'
a problem.
TheFaccBook has tts ups and downs. Be
careful, don't stalk and remember there ts a
real world beyond the confines of the information superhighway.

ANTI-FACEBOOK-TheFaceBook, you
know I love it. But what you may not know
is that among us ... there are haters. There
are people who (gasp!) don't like the newest

screen name, cell and dorm phone, etc. With
this much information, even a small child
could easily start down the pathway of creepy
obsessions. Not to mention the fact that when
you tell people your dorm name and room
number, it's just that much easier to track
you down. So, think twice before letting over
1,000 people know your whereabouts 2417.
Another downside to this Internet extravaganza of friends is the possibility that you will

supporter, as an unbiased journalist, here's the
scoop on the dark side of TheFaceBook.
Let discuss the real danger of the opportunity for stalking. Most people list every
possible outlet to reach them, such as e-mail,

You make about 40 friends on TheFace·
Book, and your online relationships blossom.
Over time, you begin to lose sight of the need
for real human connection. You join groups
online, so why join groups in real life? And

The managers who run the station only
look out for their friends. People like me
and my partner were looked down upon for
many reasons, and did not receive the attention we should have been getting. While the
station managers were busy doing anything
for their fri~nds who had shows, my partner
and I were working very hard to turn our
show into something bigger than the station
has seen before.
And trust me; we were on the way to
turning WJCU around to a radio station that
college students would actually want to listen
to. I can speak for myself and the many people
I know who attend JCU, and other than me
doing my show, that is all I ever listen to of
our school radio.
It is not popular to the students, and unlike
many other schools who might sit around on
a Friday night to play cards and listen to the
university radio, our students do not care for
it. We say Parkhurst Dining is bad, but when
it comes to something that needs major improvements, it would be JCU's radio station.
I have given five semesters of perfect service
to this station, and when I stick up for myself
and the show that could have possibly made
WJCU famous in the working man's world,
my partner and I get fired. This is what our
radio station is corning to. Managers looking
down upon others and letting their friends
do whatever they want, foreigners to the
JCU community getting their own shows
while students get left behind, and a music
selection that is so out of tune, that no one in
the city of Cleveland, especially on the JCU
campus would want to listen to this station
like we would listen to the bigger radio stations around us.
This equals out to be a tremendous loss
for the students of the school and to the possible fans of shows that will never be and are
no more.

Bum the record books

Alecia Ott
Assistant Editorial/Op-Ed Editor

Jake Oresick
Staff Columnist

I

!

It's time to bum baseball's record book. Or
at least throw it into a blender and tum it into
a nutritional supplement.
Baseball's sacred rubric, used to compare
the heroes of our childhood to those of our
fathers and grandfathers, has been defiled by
a haughty generation of muscleheads. Former
MVP Jose Canseco has admitted he wouldn't
have risen to the level he did without artificial
enhancement. Jason Giambi, another MVP
and admitted steroid-user, has seen his numbers drop like a knuckleball since baseball
instituted a testing policy.
Then there's Barry Bonds, who shattered the single-season home run record in
2001. Bonds told a grand jury that he used
a substance a couple of times-a substance
federal prosecutors informed him was an
anabolic steroid.
I'm not saying Bonds' records are tainted
per se, but Jet's look at the facts: he never hit
home runs in astounding numbers until his late
30s, and his best friend and trainer is a famed
steroid dealer. Bonds insists he didn't eat the
cookie, but there's crumbs all over his face.
Canseco's new book alleges he personaJly injected former home run king Mark
McGwire with steroids. McGwire denies

this claim, and, reportedly, was so angry that
he ripped a skyscraper out of the ground and
hurled it into space.
The denials and false indignation of the
athletes implicated are bad enough, but this
week California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
threw salt in an open wound. Schwarzenegger, a former bodybuilding champ, said that
he doesn't regret having used steroids because
they were legal at the time.
Either the Governator has mistranslated
the meaning of the word regret, or he has no
capacity for contrition.
Steroids can cause acne, mood swings,
testicular atrophy, female breast development, impotence in men, Liver tumors, and
heart failure. Former MVP Ken Caminiti,
NFL All Pro Lyle Alzado, and a bevy of pro
wrestling stars haven't lived through their
early 40s because of steroid use.
Athletes who selfishly destroy their health,
along with the sanctity of their respective professions, are bad enough. Schwarzenegger,
however, leads the most populous state in
the Union, and, as a film star, is a role model
for millions of young people. He's much responsible for our culture's ob ession with a
hulking physique, and even Canseco credits
Schwarzenegger's "Conan the Barbarian"
with piquing his intere t in weight-training.
Despite the responsibility of Schwarzenegger's status, he has spent the last 30
years dancing around the issue. In '87. he
in isted that steroids weren't harmful if u ed
correctly.Sure, you're alive Mr. Governor. but
a lot of other people aren't. Even Canseco,
whose rap sheet stretches to second base, has
denounced steroid .

Contact Jake Oresick at:
joresick05@jcu.edu
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Shaker Heights 3270 Warrens-ville Center Road. Spacious
I & 2 bedroom. Ceiling fans,
mini-blinds, free heat and water,
appliances, hardwood floors,
indoor garage. $599-750. CaJI
216-348-1000.

Shaker Heights - Van Aken.
Charming 1 & 2 bedroom apartments, newly decorated, carpeting, ceiling fan , mini-blinds, appliances, indoor garage included.
$550-$685. 216-767-0690.

Cleveland Hights Duplex:
CLEAN 4 BReach unit. Washer,
dryer, dishwasher. 2 car garage.
Call Corinna at 440-724-6896.

Shaker Heights - 3310 Warrensville Center Road. Luxury I &
2 bedroom for rent. Some w1th
2 bath . Indoor garage, laundry
room, ceramic tile, carpet, new
kitchens, A/C. $599-$750. 216348-1000.

Houses/Apartments for rent
for 2005 school year. Contact
Grace at 216-751-4519. Email:
kenneth.cannata @coli iers .com

Cleveland Heights - Coventry.
& 2 bedroom suites available.
Newly decorated, hard wood
floors, laundry facilities, free heat
and water, appliances. Close
to shopping and entertainment.
$570-$675. 216-348-1000.
4-5 Bedrooms. Single family
house near JCU. Available 5/1/05.
rent includes all appliances, garage and security system. $1200/
mth. Call 216-402-9653.
Very large suite, two or possibly three bedrooms, big kitchen,
dining rm, living rm, and sun rm.
All appliances, inc free washer
and dryer, garage and parking,
near college and shoppmg. Avallable now-$750/per month. Call
440-897-7881.

Cleveland Heights: 4-5
bedroom, 2 I /2 bath. Spacious,
remodelled, all appliances,
washer/dryer, and parking. Available 6/1/05. $1200. Call216932-1691.
University Heights-Cedar
Road: Updated, clean 2 bedroom
apartment, appliances, carpet,
patio, enclosed garage space and
use ofW/D indued. $700/month.
Available now. Please call 216470-5424.

3 bedroom, 1.5 bath house for
rent. Dishwasher, deck, air conditioning. 5 minute walk to class.
Call440-487-2295.
House for Rent: University Hts.
Just off Warrensville Center Rd.
Walking distance to JCU. Four
bedroom, 2 full baths, parking for
4 cars and includes a 2 car garage.
All appliances even washer/dryer,
lawn/water/sewer/snow removal
included. Finished basement,
fireplace, balcony, front and back
deck. $1300. Call216-75l-2190.
Duplex For Rent: On Cedar and
Warrensville. Both sides available
for each house June I st. Call 704560-5274.
2 units available at 2188 Brockway, I mile from campus, check
it out! We support John Carroll
students. Call 330-388-7798.

Help Wanted

Want a fun summer job?
Work at Tower City Amphi- .
theater. TCA Job Fair: March
12 at Odeon Concert Club.
1295 Old River Rd, Downtown
Cleveland 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Details at www.belkinproducti
ons.com or 440-247-2722. Hiring part-time seasonal employees. Be the star of our show!

For Rent: John Carroll Area.
2-3 Bedroom Apartments. Call
Mike at 440-724-6654.

Actors/Models Wanted. Be discovered at:
www.headshotsAmercia.com Any
questions after viewing the site call
440-394-3838.

Baby-sitting

Five Bedroom duplex on
Cedar near Lee Rd. Washer/
Dryer, 24 hour repair, minutes
trom JCU, garage available, JCU
students current tenants. Call
216-421-8421.

Indu trial Chemical Company
now hiring. Relocate to the Atlanta
area and work in our inside sales
department. Call 678-819-3469
or fax a resume to 678-819-3467.
www.atcointemational.com

Looking for babysitter
for Wednesdays-starting late
Ma: and/or next fall. Walkin
distance. Prefer local student
looking for long-term job.
$10.00/hr. Call216-765-1069.

.fb-

One

o/ tfie

ne-west resUfence fia[Cs on campus

.Fb-Door silencers
.fb-

Summer and Full Time
Positions: Beautifullakefront
yachting club seeks outgoing
friendly team players, will
train candidates as: servers,
host/hostess, bartenders (21
years of age), dock attendants,
line/prep cooks, housemen/
porters, snack bar attendants,
sail camp counselors, lifeguards (certified). Incentive
program,ftexible hours, excellent pay! Mail resume or call:
(Tuesday through Sunday)
200 Yacht Club Drive, Rocky
River, OH 44116. 440-3331310 ext 240.

=

Less noise

Pool Table
.fb-

Wheelchair Accessible
.fb-

ur own

Kitchen

classified ads cost $5.00
for the first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional
word. To be placed
ads must be typed
written clearly
egibly and sent to o
off at The Car
oil News office wi
yment. Classified
not be run withou
payment. Classifi
·u not be taken ove
phone. Deadline t
lassifieds is noon of
nday prior to publi

Ad Rates and
tion:
: (216) 397-4398
ax: (216) 397-1729
us at:
Carroll News
ohn Carroll Univ.
N. Park Blvd.
niversity Hts, 0
118

G·az bo

llnews@ jcu.edu .

.Fb-Piano
.fb-

.fb-

Peace and quiet from rest of campus
~Close

.fb-

Easy access ro sparring evenrs

to Belvoir Lot and street parking

Close to Counseling Center and Career Center

Federal Law bans discrimination by
race, sex, religion, color, national origin,
family status and handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll News will not knowingly accept advertising in violation of this
law. As a consequence, The Carroll News
will not accept rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

